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For America’s Heritage

The Public Lands Foundation supports keeping the public lands in public hands and the effective management of the lands
and natural resources under the administration of the Bureau of Land Management.  It encourages optimum implementation
of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act, professionalism among employees, and the utilization of career employees
throughout the BLM.

PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION
2008 ANNUAL MEETING

PARK CITY, UTAH

Now is the time to mark your calendar
and plan to attend this year’s Public

Lands Foundation annual meeting during
the week of September 8, 2008.

     The theme for this year’s meeting is
“Sustaining the Ecological, Economic
and Social Vitality of the Public Lands.”
We expect this to be an interesting and
informative meeting. Our discussions will
help PLF define whether we should adopt
“sustainability” as an important element of
our mission statement (see Page 2) and
perhaps replace the term “multiple use” in
our vocabulary with “sustainability”.  So it
is important that our membership be present;
we need your input.  As in the past, the
Board of Directors will meet on Tuesday,
September 9, and the general meeting will
be held on Thursday and Friday, September
11 and 12.  The Program and Policy meeting
will be held Saturday morning, September
13.  In addition, a Wednesday golf
tournament and evening barbeque, a
Thursday luncheon speaker, a Friday night
banquet, and spousal activities are among
the other activities being planned.

     The meeting will be held at the Prospector
Square Lodge and Conference Center, 2200
Sidewinder Drive, Park City, Utah.  Per
night rates are as follows: Premium Hotel
Rooms - $79.00, Premium Studios - $99.00,
and Premium Studio Lofts - $109.00.  All
rates exclude taxes and are available from
September 6 through September 15, 2008.
Reservations must be made by August 25,
2008.  To receive these group rates, you
must contact the Prospector Square Lodge
Reservations office at 435-658-3030 or toll
free at 888-283-3030 and mention you are
with the Public Lands Foundation group.  Do
not use the Internet or other sources to make
your reservations.  A credit card guarantee
is due at time of booking, but payment will
be charged upon arrival.  No penalty will
be charged for rooms cancelled prior to
September 1, 2008.  Rooms cancelled from
September 1 to arrival date will be charged
a one-night lodging penalty.  There will be
no refunds for cancellations from the arrival
date.

  Meeting registration information and other
details will be provided in the next Public
Lands Monitor.  If you have any suggestions
for speakers on the meeting theme, please
contact Beau McClure by e-mail at
bccmcclure@ cox.net or by phone at 623-
587-7883.
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CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL

American Forest & Paper Association
American Hiking Society
Bureau of Land Management (liaison member)
Independent Petroleum Assn. of Mountain States
Izaak Walton League of America
National Association of Counties

National Environmental Education & Training Foundation
National Rifle Association
National Wildlife Federation
Northwest Mining Association
Public Lands Council
Western States Tourism Policy Council
Wilderness Society

At the annual meeting in Santa Fe last fall the PLF
Board of Directors felt that our current PLF mission

statement needed to be shortened and made more to the
point in expressing our mission.  Accordingly, the
following revised draft mission statement has been
developed.  We ask our members to express their views
on this revision, sending their comments to Beau
McClure, PLF Director of Operations, 6510 W. Lucia
Dr, Phoenix, AZ 85083, and to take an active part in
our annual meeting.

Public Lands Foundation Mission:  To keep America’s
Public Lands in public hands and sustainably managed
for the public’s common use and enjoyment through
professional, science-based education and advocacy.

REVISED PLF MISSION STATEMENT

PLF OFFICERS FOR 2008 BOARD

Congratulations to our new Board of Directors
members.  As a result of the heavy membership

voting, the 2008 Board of Directors is as follows:

President George Lea
Director of Operations Beau McClure
 (appointed)
Vice President Ed Spang
Secretary/Treasurer Dwight Hempel*
Director (1 year) Mat Millenbach
Director (2year) Tom Allen
Director (3year Pete Culp
Director (4year) Judy Nelson**

State Representatives:
Alaska Jules Tileston

Don Meares
Arizona Glen Collins

Beau McClure

California Jim Ruch
John Fields

Colorado John Foster
Eric Janes

Idaho Deane Zeller
Gardner Ferry

Montana Bill Luscher
Dave Mari

Nevada Bob Steele
Ed Tilsey

New Mexico Curt Jones**
Vacant***

Oregon Mel Chase
Don Smith

Utah Jens Jensen
Dick LeDosquet

Washington Van Manning
Ralph Heft

Wyoming Bill LeBarron
John Kwiatkowski

Mid-western States Doug Morrison
Vacant***

Eastern States Karl Kipping
Vacant***

* After more than seven years, Carl Enix asked to be replaced.
We thank him for his service and appreciate Dwight’s
willingness to fill the position.
**  We welcome these new Board members.
***  If you would like to fill one of these positions, please let
us know.

“The value of a man resides in what he
gives and not in what he is capable of re-
ceiving.”

– Albert Einstein
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BLM EMPLOYEES RECEIVE PUBLIC LANDS
PROFESSIONAL AWARDS FOR 2007

Thanks again to our Professional Awards Committee,
chaired by Tom Allen, and his committee members,

Dean Bibles, Bob Buffington, Ed Spang, Jim Currivan
and Kim Harb, the Public Lands Foundation is pleased
to announce our 2007 professional award winners.   This
is the 20th year we have recognized the actions of a BLM
professional public land manager and a technician.  On
February 7, 2008, in the BLM Director’s Conference
room in Washington, D.C., we were happy to recognize
the following award winners.

     The national award is described as a “Hall of Fame”
recognition for action by professional public land
managers and technicians that constitutes special
professional achievement, courage, and not simply good
performance. The recipients’ names will be permanently
inscribed on the “Hall of Fame Award” plaque (no small
matter) at the Bureau of Land Management headquarters
in Washington, D. C.  This is another example of a
professional career employee’s willingness to chart a
new direction in protecting and enhancing natural
resources. We had many nominations this year for this
award, and it is unfortunate that we cannot recognize
them all in this manner.

     Dennis Stenger, Bureau of Land Management
Buffalo, Wyoming Field Office Manager, has received
the Outstanding Public Lands Professional Award from
the Public Lands Foundation.  We are pleased to present
Mr. Stenger with this award in recognition of his many
years of service in management of public land resources.
Dennis Stenger has proven himself, time and time again,
as capable of tackling some of the most challenging
multiple use issues in the nation, in some of the most
high-profile and controversial settings in the West.

     Dennis has served as manager in the Rock Springs
office, as Field Manager in the Buffalo and Pinedale
Field Offices, as Supervisory Geologist in the Division
of Minerals & Lands for the Wyoming State Office, and
as Deputy State Director of Minerals in the New Mexico
State Office.

     As Field Manager of the Buffalo Field Office,
Dennis’s leadership during the development and
implementation of the Powder River Basin Oil and Gas
EIS ensured orderly and timely development of coalbed
natural gas, as well as conventional oil and gas
development, while providing exceptional stewardship
to all uses of the public land.  As Field Manager of the
Pinedale Field Office, Stenger’s leadership has been
critical in ensuring the successful implementation of the
Jonah Interagency Office – one of the first of its kind in
the country.  This office provides interagency oversight
of mineral development in the Jonah area, ensuring
protection and enhancement of wildlife habitat.

     Dennis has exhibited outstanding personal courage
and risk-taking, making tough decisions to take
controversial positions in favor of long-term public
interest in land conservation and protection throughout
his career with BLM.

     Kirk Halford, Bureau of Land Management Bishop
Field Office Lead Archaeologist, has received the
Outstanding Public Lands Professional Technician
Award for 2007 from the Public Lands Foundation.  We
are pleased to present Mr. Halford with this award in
recognition of his many years of service in cultural
resources management.

(Continued on Page 4.)

Outstanding Public Lands Professional Manger
for 2007.  Left to right, BLM Director Jim
Caswell, Awardee Dennis Stenger, George Lea.
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BLM EMPLOYEES RECEIVE PUBLIC LANDS
PROFESSIONAL AWARDS FOR 2007

Outstanding Public Lands Professional
Technician for 2007.  Left to Right, BLM Director
Jim Caswell, Awardee Kirk Halford, PLF President
George Lea.

     Halford, a Bishop resident, started his federal career
in 1984 as a volunteer lookout in North Cascades
National Park.  He worked at jobs including backcountry
ranger, director of skiing at cross country ski resorts,
and Forest Service and consultant archaeologist before
starting at the BLM Bishop office in 1994.

     Kirk’s impact and influence extend well beyond the
geographic boundaries of the Bishop Field Office.  He
has spearheaded a national archeology program initiative
with each state historic preservation office in the United
States to develop a common approach to cultural
resources data sharing.  Each BLM state now has tools
available to share related cultural data quickly and easily
with counterparts.

     Kirk recently addressed a volatile situation
concerning a pinion pine fuels treatment research project
by the Mono Basin Scenic Area in east-central
California.  Although Native American communities
around the site supported the project, intense opposition
emerged from individuals outside the immediate area,
alleging cultural resources were at risk.  He proactively
and effectively communicated the project’s merits to
the organizations, defused the issue’s emotional
component, and demonstrated that there would be no

impacts to cultural resources, allowing the project to
proceed.

   He has proactively addressed universities’ continued
demands to conduct archeological research on public
lands while Native Americans demand limits to the
extent of the research.  Kirk has worked successfully to
increase the universities’ sensitivity to Tribal concerns
by building increased collaboration and consideration
of each group’s needs.

     Halford is a member of the American Society for
Archeology, the Society for California Archeology, and
a designated appointee for the National Historic
Preservation Board.  He has authored several articles
published in scientific and archeological journals.  He
has stimulated new theories related to the occupation of
pre-historic peoples in the Volcanic Tableland north of
Bishop.  Traditional beliefs hold that the area was
sparsely populated during prehistoric times.  Kirk’s
research and a growing body of evidence reveal the area
may have been more densely populated than originally
thought - leading to a re-evaluation of current theory.

     He has been a leader in forming the Society of
California Archeology’s Site Stewardship Program.  This
partnership between archeologists, BLM, Native
Americans, and citizen volunteers was formed to protect
cultural sites through systematic monitoring of
archeological sites on public lands.  The program has
saved the BLM thousands of dollars by augmenting the
California BLM cultural resources program.
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PLF 2007 ANNUAL MEETING
SANTA FE, NM    OCTOBER 26, 2007

Left to right:
Back row: Bob Wilber, Jeanne O’Connor, Barbara Guest, Mat Millenbach, John Kwiatkowski, Paul
Applegate, Eric Janes, Keith Miller, Ken Harrison, Marge Miller, Dean Bibles, Ed Tilsey.
Second row: Deanna LeBarron, Bill LeBarron, Ed Spang, Dick Bastin, Van Manning, Janice Kwiatkowski,
Del Vail, Pete Culp, Neil VanZandt, Marion Collins, Glen Collins, Louise Senzel, Dixie Bibles, Dona
Barker, Jan Tilsey.
Front row: Dwight Hempel, Felix Lapinski, George Lea, Smokey O’Connor, Bob Steele, Ralph Heft, Hal
Ramsbacher, Bill Baker, Jack Edwards.

PLF Board of Directors meeting,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 23,
2007

        Board of Directors
Kneeling left to right: Beau McClure,
Bill LeBarron, Bob Steele, George
Lea, Jim Ruch.
Standing left to right: Ed Spang, Van
Manning, Mat Millenbach, Pete
Culp, Eric Janes, Glen Collins, Ralph
Heft, John Kwiatkowski.
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PLF 2007 ANNUAL MEETING
SANTA FE, NM    OCTOBER 2007

PLF Golf Tournament, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, October 24, 2007

Standing left to right: Ken Harrison, Curt
Jones, Van Manning, Jim Ruch, George
Lea.  Kneeling left to right: Neil VanZandt,
Glen Collins.

WE ARE HAVING A CONTEST.

The Public Lands Foundation needs a new motto, a
slogan that tells our story.  The word “Foundation”

in our name does not tell the uninformed person what
the PLF does.  The motto on our letterhead,  “For
America’s Heritage”, comes close to describing what
we do, and yet it needs to be much more descriptive.

     To help us adopt a new motto we encourage our
members to send us their ideas.  The individual with
the winning suggestion will receive a PLF Lifetime
Membership (current value-$250)  plus $50.00 in cash,
thanks to Keith Miller, if you submit your suggestion
through www.myfamily.com.  Since our first
announcement of the contest last fall, we have received
several good suggestions and have extended the closing
date until July1, 2008.  So there is time for you to send
your suggestions to Larry Peterson (see below).

     The words we might use in a new motto are all
important.  One needs to keep in mind that it is not just
the words one uses, but it is what the people hear when
they see or say our motto.  Use small words; simplicity
counts.  Keep it short - four words or less, if possible.
Use words that draw a picture.  So when it comes to
effective communications: small beats large, short beats

long, plain beats complex, and sometimes a visual beats
them all.  Go to our web site, www.publicland.org, to
learn more of the goals and objectives of PLF to help
you develop your submission.

The rules are simple:
1. Think of your motto and email it to Larry

Peterson at our web site  www.myfamily.com.
If you are not already signed up there, contact
Larry to receive a password or mail your idea to
him at PO Box 744, Fillmore, Utah 84631.

2. Be sure to include your name and phone number.
3. Your motto will be given a number and posted

on the Remembering BLM web site without your
name.  You can submit as many suggestions as
you want.

4. Entries must be received by Larry by 7/1/08.
5. Beginning on July 15 and going to August 1, all

members of myfamily.com will vote on which
motto they like best (no names of the nominator).
Voting instructions will be on the site.

6. The winner will be submitted to the PLF Board
of Directors for their approval. The Board
reserves the right to reject all entries.

The motto and winner will be announced at the PLF
annual meeting in Park City, Utah.
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MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES

BLM’S LATEST O&G SALES: 392 TRACTS
OFFERED, 387 SOLD.

     In the latest round of five major oil and gas lease
sales in the Rocky Mountain West, oil and gas companies
offered bids on all but one percent of tracts offered.  As
always, companies were driven by the high price of oil
and gas.  In addition, protests, appeals and lawsuits from
states, communities, sportsmen and environmentalists
have helped BLM to insure its pre-sale environmental
paperwork is in good order, BLM believes.

.
     If BLM follows its projected schedule in the five
big Rocky Mountain states, only three more rounds of
oil and gas lease sales will be held this year.  In the next
round Montana, New Mexico and Wyoming will hold
sales in April, Colorado in May and Utah in June.

     Following are the results of the most recent round of
oil and gas lease sales:
     • COLORADO: On February 14 BLM sold all 35

parcels offered for a total of $3.9 million.  The
next Colorado sale is scheduled for May 8.

     • MONTANA (AND NORTH DAKOTA): On
January 29 BLM sold 35 of 36 parcels offered
for a total of $1.7 million.  Thirty-two of the tracts
are in North Dakota, where the one tract that failed
to receive a bid is located.  The next Montana
sale is scheduled for April 8.

     • NEW MEXICO: On January 16 BLM sold all
128 parcels it offered in New Mexico, Texas,
Oklahoma and Kansas for $16.5 million.  The next
New Mexico sale is scheduled for April 16.

     • UTAH: On February 19 BLM sold all 52 tracts
it offered, grossing $3.6 million.  The next Utah
sale is scheduled for June 5.

     • WYOMING: On February 5 BLM sold 137 of
141 tracts offered for a total of $18.3 million.
The next Wyoming sale is scheduled for April 1.

SELLING PUBLIC LANDS

     In a classic case of trading the selling of public lands
in Nevada for establishing wilderness areas, the Nevada
Congressional delegation has been working over the past
year to use the public lands as the “Cash Cow” to pro-

duce new wilderness legislation.  Nevada is encouraged
(while other western states watch) by the passage in an
11th hour piece of legislation in 2005 that sold off 87,000
acres of BLM-managed lands in exchange for
designating wilderness acres in Lincoln County over the
objections of many conservation organizations.  PLF and
many other groups are not opposed to wilderness but are
opposed to disposing of public lands as a quid-pro-quo
for wilderness.  This is the continuation of the slippery
slope we have warned about.  Public land disposal policy
and wilderness designation need to be debated separately
on a national scale before proceeding further.  PLF
members are encouraged to voice their objections to the
Nevada program and to be alert to more 11th hour efforts
during the current Congress.

     In a related issue the BLM’s fiscal year 2009 budget
once again contains a proposal to amend the Federal
Land Transaction Facilitation Act (FLTFA) to (1) allow
BLM to sell lands cleared by land use plans completed
since 2000 (existing authority is limited to pre-2000
plans) and (2) divert 70 percent of revenues to the
Treasury Department to reduce the federal deficit (how
foolish is this).  BLM could keep up to $60 million per
year for restoration projects.

     When the Administration in the past sought legislation
to greatly expand FLTFA and send 70 percent of revenues
to the Treasury Department, Congressional Democrats
and Republicans erupted in opposition.  In our view,
selling public lands to pay down the deficit would be a
shortsighted, ill-advised and irresponsible shift in federal
land management policy.  There may be towns that need
lands for expansion, and there are ways to take care of
them, but selling off the public lands isn’t one of them.

     Congress approved FLTFA in 2000 to authorize the
sale by BLM of excess lands that had been reviewed by
pre-2000 land management plans.  The proceeds are used
to acquire private land for national parks, national wild-
life refuges and national forests.  Most of the money -
80 percent - must be spent in the state where it is col-
lected.  To their credit some environmental groups ob-
ject to the proposal to sell off 500,000 acres of public
land with the hopes of raising $182 million over five
years and $351 million over 10 years, while supporting

(Continued on Page 8.)
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MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES
(Continued from Page 7.)

the trading of wilderness for the selling of public lands.

  Recently the Government Accountability Office
(GAO) issued a lengthy report stating that the program
to sell BLM lands, much loved by the Administration,
has largely been ineffective outside of Nevada.
Members interested in the GAO report, Federal Land
Management: Federal Land Transaction Facilitation
Act Restrictions and Management Weaknesses Limit
Future Sales and Acquisitions, can find it at:  http://
www.gao/cgi-bin/getrpt?GAO-08-196.

BLM’s FY 2009 BUDGET

     Overall for BLM management of lands and resources
the Administration recommended an $11 million
increase, or $865 million, compared to a fiscal 2008
appropriation of $854 million.  But when energy
development increases are deducted, land management
would receive less money than the fiscal 2008
appropriation.  Some of the highlights of the budget
follow:

• National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS)
- an increase of $3 million over a fiscal 2008
appropriation of $18.8 million.  In addition, the
budget gives NLCS a line item of its own; in
previous requests money for the program was buried
in several other line items.

• BLM’s 2009 budget request also contains a modest
increase of $5 million to support the Healthy Lands
Initiative, a program of projects designed to restore
landscapes impacted by energy development and
in particular the habitat of sage grouse.  Restoration
efforts are focused particularly in SW Wyoming,
NW and SE portions of New Mexico, SE Idaho,
SW Colorado, Utah and the three-corner area and
NW Colorado and parts of California in FY 2009.

• To ensure visitor and employee safety and to protect
the land resources along the U.S.-Mexico border,
BLM’s budget for the first time has a $3.9 million
increase for law enforcement activities and for
cleaning up and removal of thousands of pounds of
litter and abandoned vehicles.  PLF’s 2008 budget

testimony urged Congress to help BLM protect the
public land along the border.  So someone reads our
“Stuff”!

• Energy Security - Included in the President’s 2009
budget is the assumption that legislation would open
the Arctic National Wildlife refuge to exploration
and development leading to an initial lease sale in
2010.

• Applications to drill fees - The budget also supports
legislation that would allow BLM to undertake rule-
making to permanently institute cost recovery on
applications for permits to drill (APDs) and also to
authorize an interim fee while the rule is under
development. The 2008 budget imposed an
assessment fee of $4000 for APDs, which expires at
the end of FY 2008.  The proposed FY2009
legislation would make the fee permanent and
establish a $4150 fee.

• Wild Horses and Burros - To continue BLM’s
efforts to achieve the appropriate management level
(AML) of wild horses and burrows, the budget
provides additional funding.  Currently BLM
estimates that 29,000 animals, or about 1500 more
than the AML, roam the public lands.  Given that
wild horses and burros have virtually no natural
predators, their herd sizes can double about every
four years.  As a result, BLM must remove thousands
of animals each year to keep herd populations in
balance with their habitat.  Currently, off the range,
more than 30,000 other wild horses and burros (more
than are on the public land!) are fed and cared for at
corrals or long-term pasture holding facilities by
contractors until they die of natural causes.  This is
ridiculous!  These holding costs account for more
than half of the BLM’s wild horse and burro budget
each year, approximately $37 million.

• Range Improvement Fund - The budget supports
legislation that would amend FLPMA to direct that
the 50% of grazing fee receipts currently deposited
in the Range Improvement Fund be deposited instead
in the general treasury (to reduce the deficit). The

(Continued on Page 9.)
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budget suggests that responsibility for the
construction and maintenance of range
improvements would shift to public land users,
public land advocacy groups and state agencies.  In
our view this will never happen. The recent BLM
effort to establish new grazing regulations would
have transferred maintenance of range
improvements to the livestock permittees.  Those
regulations were not adopted.

• State Oil and Gas Share - The budget request asks
Congress to make permanent a FY 2008
appropriations provision that diverts two percent of
the state royalties to federal mineral management
costs.  At stake is about $40 million per year.  For
example, the two percent deduction would cost
Wyoming about $20 million, New Mexico
$11million, and other states lesser amounts. The two
percent would be deposited in the U.S. Treasury.

SAGE GROUSE UPDATE

     A federal judge’s recent order to the Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) to reconsider the listing of the sage
grouse as an imperiled species could have huge impacts
on oil and gas development on public lands.  That at
least is the intention of the Theodore Roosevelt
Conservation Partnership (TRCP).  It has filed a protest
against the sale of leases on 150,000 acres in Wyoming
that BLM has scheduled for February 4 on the grounds
that oil and gas development damages sage grouse
habitat.

     TRCP is concerned that oil and gas development
will so harm sage grouse habitat that FWS will be forced
to list it and forbid sport hunting of the bird.   TRCP
protested the offering of 125 of the parcels covering
about 150,000 acres.  TRCP has frequently protested
the Wyoming BLM’s oil and gas lease sales in the past,
but not such a large percentage of the acreage.  TRCP
faulted BLM and FWS for not conducting up-to-date
analyses of the impact of energy development, not only
on the sage grouse but also on mule deer, elk and
pronghorn antelope.

     A federal judge on December 4 ordered FWS to re-

MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES
(Continued from Page 8.)

consider a January 6, 2005, decision not to list the sage
grouse as a threatened or endangered species.  Idaho
Chief Judge B. Lynn Winmill charged that FWS did not
obtain adequate information from BLM on the impact
of energy development on the sage grouse.  He said that
FWS was unable to obtain information on stipulations
on older leases, exceptions to sage grouse protections in
newer leases and the applicability of best management
practices.

     Winmill also took to task former deputy assistant
secretary of Interior for Fish and Wildlife Julie
McDonald for her role in FWS’s decision not to list.
“Finally, the FWS decision was tainted by the
inexcusable conduct of one of its own executives, Julie
MacDonald,” he said.  “Her tactics included everything
from editing scientific conclusions to intimidating FWS
staffers.  Her extensive involvement in the sage grouse
listing decision process taints the FWS’s decision and
requires a reconsideration without her involvement.”

     At one time more than 1 million sage grouse
populated the West.  They were primarily dependent on
sagebrush habitat.  Since then the population has shrunk
to 100,000 to 500,000 birds.  Winmill said that overall
the experts ranked these as the greatest threats to the
sage grouse, in order: (1) invasive species, (2)
infrastructure, (3) wildfire, (4) agriculture, (5) grazing,
(6) energy development, (7) urbanization, (8) strip/coal
mining, (9) weather, and (10) pinyon-juniper expansion.

     As we understand the current situation at Interior,
the FWS is scrambling to shore up the weakness in their
analysis following the Court’s direction, hoping to finish
the reassessment prior to the national election this fall.

GRAZING FEES HIT THE BOTTOM AGAIN

     The grazing fee on BLM and Forest Service lands in
2008 will be the minimum allowed by law, or $1.35 per
animal unit month.  That’s the same as for 2007.  Many
believe the fee is too low.  However, Congress has
demonstrated little appetite for changing the fee formula.
Over the past two decades western senators from both
parties have intervened to block any efforts to revise the
formula.
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PLF SPRING 2008 MEMBERSHIP SURVEY

At various times over the past 20 years, there have
been discussions as to how well PLF is carrying

out its mission and satisfying the needs of its
membership.  At the Santa Fe annual meeting the PLF
Board of Directors authorized the enclosed membership
survey to find out what our members think PLF should
be doing in this regard.  The information from this survey
will help us design our programs to effectively influence
public land management and better serve our members’
needs.  All members are encouraged to fill out the survey
and mail it to Beau McClure, Director of Operations,
Public Lands Foundation, 6510 W. Lucia Drive,
Phoenix, Arizona 85083-7406.

Attention BLM employees and PLF members.

     The Public Lands Foundation is again a part of the
2008 Combined Federal Campaign.  Again this year
we have adopted an assumed name, called a “doing
business as (d.b.a)” name, of “Conservation and
Protection of Public Land.”  However, this year we
have a new CFC number.  It is 11786.  So look for us
under this name at our new CFC number.  We have
adopted this new name just for CFC efforts in that our
formal name of Public Lands Foundation does not
describe to an uninformed person what it is that PLF
does.  We believe this d.b.a. will help do that.

     We are still affiliated with the Conservation and
Preservation Charities of America, a group of 30 national
organizations, all dedicated to conserving and preserving
the natural resources of our country.

     We ask current BLM employees to look for PLF in
the CFC Catalogue, CFC # 11786, when the 2007
campaign begins this fall.  The working children and
grandchildren of PLF members can also find us listed
in both the United Fund and CFC.

COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN
CFC #11786

The PLF will publish an updated edition of the
Register of BLM Retirees in June.  If you have

changed your address, or know someone who has, please
send information about address changes, and the
addresses of new retirees, to the Public Lands
Foundation, P. O. Box 7226, Arlington, Virginia 22207,
or to glendone@aol.com.  This Register of BLM
Retirees contains the names and addresses of over 3100
BLM retirees.  The Register is printed and distributed
to PLF members to help facilitate contacts and
communications among BLM friends and associates.  We
respect the privacy of our members and retirees and do
not sell or otherwise distribute the information in the
Register.

NEW EDITION OF THE PLF’S
REGISTER OF BLM RETIREES

2008 SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS

We want to give special thanks and recognition to
the following members who have used one of our

special dues categories to pay their 2008 annual dues as
of March 1, 2008.  This extra financial support by our
members has been very helpful and is one of the
rewarding aspects of operating the Foundation.  Several
are Life Members but continue to contribute annually.
Thank you. If by chance you have overlooked paying
your 2008 dues, please consider using one of these
special categories.

Patron Member ($500+)
Jean Dubois
Duane Tabb

Sponsoring Member ($200)
Jerry Hillier

Sustaining Member ($100)
Richard Johnson
Keith Miller
Bob Lawton
Bill Leavell
Hatsuyo Hatanaka

(Continued on Page 11.)
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2008 SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS
(Continued from Page 10.)

Contributing Member ($50)

John Marker Jack Edwards
Marvin LeNoue Pat Harvey
Elaine Brong Beau McClure
Champ Vaugan Fearl Parker
Ed Tilsey David Nowell
Ron Younger Kemp Conn
Rita Dolan Bob Kindschy
Bill Schowe David Wickstrom
Ralph Heft Michael Redfield
Howard Gebel Clair Whitlock
Donal Mueller Eric Janes
Neil Morc Marvin Pearson
Glen Collins John Husband
Christine Pitcairn-Wiley

ATTENTION BLM EMPLOYEES

There is a common misconception that you have to
be retired before you can become a member of the

Public Lands Foundation.  The truth is you do not have
to be retired to join PLF.  We encourage BLM
employees to join us and currently have a good number
of working BLMers as members.

     Our Board of Directors has a very liberal policy on
membership to the Foundation.  If you are BLM
employee and want to be a member, just send us your
home mailing address so you can receive your personal
copy of our newsletters and your personal email so that
we can keep in touch for late-breaking public land
information.  Don’t worry - we do not sell or share our
membership information or your email address.  More
than 1400 copies of this issue of the newsletter are being
mailed; and if you enjoy reading it, we would welcome
you as a member.  The larger our membership, the
stronger our voice.  Be supportive and informed by being
connected with the Public Lands Foundation.
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LIFETIME SERVICE AWARD

The Foundation provides this award to serving
members who have perpetuated and enhanced the

proud tradition of public service. The PLF was proud
and honored to present its Lifetime Service Award to
Richard (Dick) Thompson at a special ceremony in the
Nevada BLM State Office on March 18, 2008.

     Dick Thompson received his degree in Forestry from
the University of California in 1953.  He then started
his career with the Bureau of Land Management in the
dense O & C forest lands of the Roseburg District.  He
had already served in World War II within the confined
spaces of a submarine and still applauds those days of
honored service to his country.   With his potential, he
was destined for suit and tie even while scrambling on
the brush-covered slopes of the O & C.

     His tenure in BLM encompasses a major transition
and adjustment period for BLM.  In the early 1950’s, a
relative few employees administered the principal
programs of grazing, mining, land and O & C timber.
Talented staff like Dick advanced through the ranks to
keep BLM abreast of the increasing demands on the
wealth of public domain resources.  During his era, the
Bureau had to develop more comprehensive planning
and budgeting systems and public input processes,
address new programs, such as wilderness and
conservation areas, wild horses, endangered species, and
much more.  With this never-ending tide of emerging
interests, orientation and management of employees also
had to become more sophisticated.

     Dick became one of those leaders from the very be-
ginning with the talent and foresight to help BLM grow
with the times, even with such limited budget and staff-
ing.  At his very start, while hacking logging road sur-
vey lines through O & C mountain jungles or posting
timber sale boundaries on precipitous slopes, he had the
BLM vision.  He was soon a Unit Forester managing
the heavy quotas for sustained timber harvest in the
coastal ranges of the Roseburg District.  He did this
with the same special thoughtfulness that would stamp
the rest of his career.  He is one forester that could walk
again through those mountainous areas these 60 years
later and still be proud of his conservation practices.

     BLM needed leaders of Dick’s caliber, and so he
rose quickly in our family-type agency that quickly
spotted talent.  He has that unique package of loyalty,
integrity, intelligence, character, interpersonal skills,
foresight, vision, insight and decision-making ability that
not only served the Bureau in time of need, but also
served the demanding public.  Even in the tough conflict
situations that are often a part of public land
management, he always enjoyed the respect of the public,
his staff and his peers.  His outstanding ability in that
respect allowed him to make hard decisions while
keeping everything on even keel.  Because of such
competence, he was called upon by the BLM
Management Team to fill key management positions
where his specific abilities for the job at hand were
needed.  Dick was an employee who went wherever and
whenever he was needed to support the BLM mission.
He started as a brush ape, a term of endearment in western
Oregon, soon became a Unit Forester, went to Alaska to
serve the Fire Program, honed his Bureau-wide outlook
on the Resource Staff under Ed “Moose” Zaidlicz in
Washington, D.C., became Redding District Manager,
then Boise District Manager, onward to Associate State
Director of Alaska and finally served as the Denver
Service Center Director.  His abilities and service in
these positions put him at the very heart and soul of the
Bureau.

     While a District Manager at Redding, he set an
example of how BLM could positively involve the public
and user groups in classifying public lands for retention
or disposal under the 1966 Multiple Use Act.  He also
gave new impetus to the district’s forestry program.  Of
major importance during his Redding tenure was serving
on the California Management study team that developed
the programming and budgeting system adopted Bureau-
wide in the 1960’s, which still is the engine driving BLM
operations.  As the one District Manager on the study
team, his experience, analytical skills and teamwork style
greatly contributed to developing a program and
budgeting scheme that fed off the planning system.

Dick was well suited for his next assignment as Boise
District Manager (1969 - 1970), involving a larger staff

(Continued on Page 13.)
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and unique programs, such as management of the Birds
of Prey  Area.  His tenure there was cut short  by
therequest to become Director of the Denver Service
Center.  Dick’s interpersonal skills and ability to handle
complex work relationships would serve the BLM well
in this new role.  He managed the vast multiple
responsibilities of the Service Center that included
everything from payroll, personnel, automation, new
technology, budget tracking, staff support and more.  His
ability to network with the Bureau Management Team
and Washington office staff greatly facilitated the
Service Center’s role and operations.

     Dick was universally known by the Management
Team as a person who consistently did an outstanding
job on every assignment, no matter how difficult or
complex.  As Alaska Associate State Director in the early
70’s, he was assigned the lead to coordinate a key state
selection transfer involving critical future land use.  The
conveyance included the 2,000-acre Campbell Creek
Tract that buffered the Chugach State Park and the
Municipality of Anchorage.  Without his skillful
coordination with the public, local government and the
State of Alaska, these lands might now well be the sites
of housing developments.  Instead, these thirty years
later, the tract still lies in a natural state enhanced by
the BLM’s Science Center serving both the Park and
Municipality.  BLM had to coordinate consensus among
these major parties of complex interests, as our agency
did not have authority to condition the conveyance.

     Dick motivated those he dealt with whether they
were clients, peers, those he supervised or other BLM
employees with whom he came in contact.  He served
on the Cauldron team, BLM’s new employee orientation
program, at the time.  His contact and work with new
employees provided the understanding, vision and
motivation to be the best they could be.  In him, they
saw a role model for public land management in
changing times.

     Dick Thompson came into the BLM at time when
resource interests were less complex.  His skills and
abilities were embedded, just waiting for the era when

LIFETIME SERVICE AWARD
(Continued from Page 12.)

his special talents would be sorely needed.  By the mid-
sixties, multiple-use conflicts and user demands on the
public lands were fast accelerating.  As his manage-
ment responsibilities increased, he was well equipped
to help the Bureau meet increasing challenges.  As he
moved ever upward, he became even more instrumental
in keeping BLM abreast with the times.  He did this in a
way that served both the public and BLM.  He has few
equals in his ability to enhance BLM’s image, even while
dealing with controversial matters in complex times.  The
PLF is pleased to grant its Lifetime service Award to
Dick Thompson.
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MONITORING VOLUNTEERS ENJOY WORK, OCTOBER SUN & BREEZES

A warm October sun and cooling breezes provided
excellent conditions for monitoring some of Ari-

zona BLM’s most beautiful uplands.  The well-man-
aged livestock operation in Las Cienegas National
Conservation Area was the site of a week-long moni-
toring effort by BLM staff, The Nature Conservancy
volunteers, and Public Lands Foundation volunteers.

     John Mezes and Beau McClure volunteered their
time on behalf of the PLF for three days, October 3-5,
2007.  During those three days, seven 1,000-point lin-
ear transects were studied to determine perennial grass
species, annual grass, herb, shrub, and litter cover and
bear-ground, gravel, rock and litter basal frequency.
This information will be used to determine vegeta-
tion trends and future livestock stocking levels in the
National Conservation Area.  It was a gratifying and
enjoyable experience, and both John and Beau re-
turned home with a feeling that they had contributed
to a worthwhile effort that would help ensure the fu-
ture health of the watershed.

Lunch break - left to right: John Mezes, Karen
Simms, Annika Jones, Virgin Bealer, Gita Bodner.
Photo by Beau McClure (not in picture).

     Karen Simms, BLM Tucson Field Office, organized
the monitoring effort with help from an intern, Annika
Jones.  John Anderson, a BLM Botanist; Jony
Cockman, a BLM Ecologist; and Gita Bodner of  The
Nature Conservancy also provided support.  Six to
twelve volunteers (including some of the above) each
day assisted with the grassland monitoring.  Thanks
to Karen Simms and BLM, travel expenses for John
and Beau were reimbursed.

     Las Cienegas National Conservation Area is located
in a valley between the Santa Rita, Whetsone, and
Huachuca Mountains about 40 miles southeast of
Tucson, Arizona and just north of the small town of
Sonoita, Arizona.  The grassland watershed protects
and supports a perennial segment of Cienega Creek
and a riparian forest.

     Monitoring in Las Cienegas National Conserva-
tion Area is done every year so that complete cover-
age is accomplished every three years.  BLM can only
accomplish this with the help of volunteers.  PLF mem-
bers are encouraged to volunteer to help with this im-
portant effort.  No monitoring experience is necessary.
It takes only a few days out of your year, and it means
so much to BLM and to the valuable public lands it
manages.  And it is fun!

   Please contact Beau McClure at bcmcclure@cox.net
if you are interested in helping next September or
October.

“The spirit, the will to win, and the will
to excel are the things that endure.”

–  Vince Lombardi
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IN MEMORIUM

The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you
that the following long-time BLM employees have

passed on:

Geneva Faye Bostic – Secretary at the California State
Office and Riverside District Office in Fair Oaks,
California, on December 19, 2007.

Karlis Z. Bambe – BLM Forester in the Salem District
and Oregon State Office in Kapteinul (Stratini, Latvia)
on November 14, 2007.

Burl L. “Bud” Farris – a BLM retiree, on January 3,
2008, in Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Burton W. “Burt” Silcock – BLM District Manager at
Pinedale and Worland, Wyoming, State Director in
Alaska, and BLM Director 1971-1973 on January 4,
2008, in Meridian, Idaho.

Stephan B. Wood – BLM Management Analyst in
Portland, Oregon, and Cheyenne, Wyoming, on January
2, 2008, in Cheyenne, Wyoming.

Patricia Archer – Head of Colorado State Office Public
Affairs in July 2007 in Denver, Colorado.

Shirley Ann Rackley – BLM Reality Specialist in the
Anchorage District Office on January 19, 2008, in
Anchorage, Alaska.

Greg Yuncevich – Wildlife Biologist at Susanville
District Office and Field Manager for the San Pedro
National Conservation Area and the Cottonwood Idaho
Field Office on January 31, 2008, in Grangeville, Idaho.

Terral King – worked for BLM at Price and Murray,
Utah and at Bakersfield and Sacramento as Budget
Officer and Personal Director, on February 11, 2008,
in Sacramento, California.

Helen J. Charneski – BLM Secretary and Senior Land
Law Administrator in the Oregon State Office on
February 5, 2008, in Portland, Oregon.

Bob Fay worked in the Southern Field Group in Cali-

fornia and was Area Manger at Redding, California, on
June 27, 2007, in Whitmore, California.

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

     The following contributions have been received from
and in memory of the following:

Contribution from: In Memory of:
Bob Abbey Clint Oke

Jim May Tommy Gooch

Audrey Sawicki Vince Hecker

Howard Delano Glen Lipscomb &
Bob Hostetter

Beau McClure Vince Hecker

Butch Peugh Burt Silcock

Bill & Donna Mathews Burt Silcock

David Jones Vince Hecker

Shirley Heffner Vince Hecker

Bill Leavell Burt Silcock
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For America’s Heritage

The Public Lands Foundation supports keeping the public lands in public hands and the effective management of the lands
and natural resources under the administration of the Bureau of Land Management.  It encourages optimum implementation
of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act, professionalism among employees, and the utilization of career employees
throughout the BLM.

2008 ANNUAL MEETING
PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION

PARK CITY, UTAH

It is now time for you to make your lodging
and meeting reservations for this year’s

Public Lands Foundation annual meeting,
which is being held in Park City, Utah,
during the week of September 8, 2008.

     The theme for this year’s meeting is
“Sustaining the Ecological, Economic and
Social Vitality of the Public Lands.”  We
expect this to be an interesting and
informative meeting.  Our discussions will
help PLF decide whether we should adopt
“sustainability” as an important element of
PLF’s mission statement  and perhaps
replace the term “multiple use” in our
vocabulary with “sustainability”.  It is
important for our membership to be present;
we need your input.   As in the past, the
Board of Directors will meet on Tuesday,
September 9, and the general meeting will
be held on Thursday and Friday, September
11 and 12.   You also are encouraged to
attend the Program and Policy meeting
which will be held Saturday morning,
September 13.  In addition, a Wednesday
golf tournament, tour and evening barbeque,
a Thursday luncheon speaker, a Friday night
banquet, and spousal activities are among
the activities being planned.

     The meeting will be held at the
Prospector Square Lodge and Conference
Center, 2200 Sidewinder Drive, Park City,
Utah.  Premium Hotel Rooms are available
at $79.00 plus taxes per night.  Premium
Studios are available at $99.00 plus taxes
per night. And Premium Studio Lofts are
available at $109.00 plus taxes per night.
These rates are available from September 6
through September 15, 2008.  Reservations
must be made by August 25, 2008.  To
receive these group rates, you must contact
the Prospector Square Lodge Reservations
office at 435-658-3030 or toll free at 888-
283-3030 and mention you are with the
Public Lands Foundation group.  Do not use
the Internet or other sources to make your
reservations.  A credit card guarantee is due
at time of booking, but payment will be
charged upon arrival.  No penalty will be
charged for rooms cancelled prior to
September 1, 2008.  Rooms cancelled from
September 1 to arrival date will be charged
a one-night lodging penalty.  There will be
no refunds for cancellations from the arrival
date.

     Please fill out the Registration and
Information Form (see insert in this Monitor)
and mail it before August 25 along with your
check to Beau McClure, Director of
Operations, Public Lands Foundation, 6510
W. Lucia Drive, Phoenix, Arizona, 85083.
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PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL

American Forest & Paper Association
American Hiking Society
Bureau of Land Management (liaison member)
Independent Petroleum Assn. of Mountain States
Izaak Walton League of America
National Association of Counties

National Environmental Education Foundation
National Rifle Association
National Wildlife Federation
Northwest Mining Association
Public Lands Council
Western States Tourism Policy Council
Wilderness Society

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
SELLING PUBLIC LANDS

I have written about this subject in the past, and it looks
as if I will be doing so more in the future.  This

Administration believes it has found a soft spot in the
federal land system for a source of revenue to help pay
off the federal debt.  The President’s budget request for
BLM in FY 2009 calls for legislation that would amend
the BLM’s land sale authority under the Federal Land
Transaction Facilitation Act (FLTFA).  This is an act
that was tacked onto another act, the “Baca Act”, that
transferred a private ranch, the Baca Ranch, in New
Mexico to the Forest Service.  FLTFA directed BLM to
sell BLM lands identified for disposal in land-use plans
that were approved before FLTFA became law in July
2000.  The Administration wants to amend FLTFA to
authorize BLM to sell lands identified for disposal in
all updated management plans and to return 70% of the
net proceeds from these sales to the federal treasury,
with the remaining 30% to be used to acquire in-holdings
in several public land management agencies.  It would
place a cap of $60 million on retained funds.  After the
$60 million, 100% of the sale proceeds would go to the
general treasury.  Other federal land management
agencies are not directed to sell their public lands, just
BLM.

     Congress has not overlooked this opportunity to sell
BLM public lands either. This is the slippery slope of
selling public lands we have alerted our members to
earlier, and it is gaining momentum.  Bills which would
direct BLM to sell lands in Nevada, Utah and Idaho as
a quid pro quo for establishing wilderness areas are again
being considered by Congress.  Selling BLM lands will
soon become a national policy, a “popular sport”, un-
less the public stands up to say no to the idea.  Many of
these new legislative proposals, like FLTFA, contain
provisions for using a portion of the proceeds to acquire
in-holdings in Forest Service areas, national parks, wild-
life refuges, and BLM areas.  We object to the Admin-

istration and members of Congress using BLM lands as
a “cash cow” to solve the in-holdings problems of other
agencies or to reduce the national debt.

     The fact of the matter is that all federal land
management agencies have lands they find difficult to
manage and would prefer to sell, using the proceeds to
acquire in-holdings being threatened with development.
According to the National Parks Conservation
Association there are about 4.3 million acres of private
in-holdings within National Park Service boundaries
vulnerable to development, with 38,000 acres located
in the western states.  We are unaware of a similar study
of Forest Service land patterns but are aware that there
are millions of acres of private lands within Forest
Service boundaries.  Rather than look to BLM lands as
a source of funds, each agency should have its own
authority to sell its unwanted lands, using the proceeds
to acquire its threatened private in-holdings.

     It is said that BLM approves of FLTFA, but that
doesn’t make it right.  The reason BLM likes it is that
some of the receipts are made available for purchasing
in-holdings.  But by supporting the bill, BLM is
accepting the attitude that the BLM public lands system
has no integrity and can be a source of funding for any
problem Congress has at hand, including reducing the
federal debt, solving local problems or solving the private
in-holdings problem of other federal agencies.

     It is worth noting that FLPMA states that the public
lands are to “be retained in Federal ownership, unless
as a result of the land use planning procedure provided
for in this Act, it is determined that disposal of a
particular parcel will serve the national interest”.  Every
Administration and Congress must look upon the lands
managed by BLM as a public land system that has

(Continued on Page 3.)
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integrity worthy of protecting and conserving, just as
the public land systems managed by the Forest Service
and the Park Service are viewed.

     We encourage our members to be on the watch for
BLM land sales in their states and to let their
representatives know their objections to selling the
nation’s assets. For more details on this subject, see the
Position Paper in this issue of The Monitor or visit our
web site.

George Lea, PLF President

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
(Continued from Page 2.)

LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP AWARD

PLF has been searching for a way to recognize the
help BLM receives from private citizens and/or

private groups in its management of the public lands.
These concerned citizens make important contributions
and are vital links between BLM and the communities.
They serve as examples of citizen-centered stewardship.
We believe the following Landscape Stewardship Award
will provide the opportunity to recognize and thank
these citizens’ contributions.  PLF members and BLM
employees are encouraged to submit nominations using
the following criteria by August 1, 2008.  We would
like to present this award at our annual meeting in Park
City in September.

Purpose:  Each year, BLM undertakes many projects
that encourage the involvement of the general public.
The success of these efforts, such as land use plans, major
development projects, and the analysis of public land
issues, depends upon active public participation and
collaboration.  PLF’s “Landscape Stewardship Award”
honors the work done by these private citizens who work
to advance and sustain community-based stewardship
on landscapes that include, in whole or in part, public
lands administered by BLM.

The Award:  The award is a citation acknowledging the
nature and significance of the awardee’s achievements.

Candidates:  Candidates for the award include any
private citizen or citizen group of the United States who,
over the past 1-5 years, has demonstrated sustained
outstanding leadership, vision, and purpose in
contributing to BLM’s efforts and in motivating other

citizens and institutions to work together to more
effectively manage whole landscapes, including
watersheds, planning or management units, and other
land systems upon which people share a common interest.

     It is anticipated that most (but not necessarily all)
candidates will not hold a position of formal authority,
but will have dedicated substantial personal time and
effort, provided informed input, sustained leadership,
vision, and initiative, and acted out of a strong sense of
personal commitment.

     The award can be granted to an individual, a group
of individuals, or an organization that has performed to
standards warranting the award.  More than one award
per year may be granted to recognize the variety of work
taking place in different locations and circumstances.

Nomination Process and Selection Process:
Nominations may be submitted at any time and are
welcome from any and all sources, including BLM
employees and organization units, PLF members, private
interest groups associated with various public land issues,
and local and state government officials.  For full
consideration, a nominee’s performance must be
documented against the following evaluation factors.
Candidates not selected for the award in the year
nominated may be considered with candidates nominated
the following year.

     An Awards Committee will first evaluate candidates.
The PLF Board of Directors will select the winner(s).

Evaluation Factors:
1. Commitment of substantial time and effort towards

a BLM landscape program, project or planning
effort that helped significantly to carry it forward
or to completion.

2. Leadership, vision, and purpose, in partnership with
BLM, that helped motivate others.

3. Initiative to enhance stewardship of public
resources.

4. Other factors that resulted in greater trust,
commitment and shared stewardship responsibility
with and for BLM among people and institutions.

     Please send nominations by August 1, 2008  to Beau
McClure, Director of Operations, Public Lands
Foundation, 6510 W. Lucia Drive, Phoenix, Arizona
85083-7406; Tel/Fax:  623-587-7883; E-mail:
bcmcclure@cox.net
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PLF POLICY PAPERS

From time to time PLF issues policy papers on current
important public land issues.  The following are two

new position papers, one on selling public lands and the
other a summary of the paper on recreational shooting.
The full text of all policy papers can be seen at our web
site at www.publicland.org.  These policy papers help
guide the Foundation, its members, and Board of
Directors to present a professional and uniform
explanation of the issues to the public.

PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION POSITION
STATEMENT

ON
PUBLIC LAND DISPOSAL THROUGH

LEGISLATION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Special congressional legislation – some passed and
some under consideration – is directing the U. S. Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) to sell large blocks of
public land in Nevada, Idaho and Utah.  The legislation
provides direction on such issues as what lands will be
sold, for what uses, who will get the lands, and for what
purposes.

The BLM administered public lands are a national asset
and a national “public land system” that should be
retained in public hands for use and enjoyment by the
American people and that should not be viewed as a
source of funding for local projects, programs or
purposes.

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
provides that the BLM public lands are to “be retained
in Federal ownership, unless as a result of the land use
planning procedure provided for in this Act, it is
determined that disposal of a particular parcel will serve
the national interest.”

The Public Lands Foundation opposes special land
disposal legislation which transfers large blocks of public
land out of federal ownership and gives special
privileges to local interests without regard to the
requirements of existing statutes like the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act and the National
Environmental Policy Act.

Congress has equipped the BLM with adequate
authorities to dispose of federal public lands where
needed for local development and uses, and special land
disposal legislation is, in most cases, unnecessary.

THE ISSUE
Congress is using special acts to require BLM to dispose
of large blocks of BLM administered public lands in
the Western States.  The special legislation benefits local
interests over national interests.  Typically, these special
acts provide direction on such issues as what lands will
be sold, to which entity or organization, for what
purposes, and what will be done with the money from
the sale of the land.  Some of this special legislation
exempts the BLM from complying with the land use
planning provisions of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act, and sets deadlines for land sales that
make it impossible for BLM to comply with the
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act.

BACKGROUND
Beginning in the 1990s, there has been a series of special
congressional acts and bills that direct the BLM to
dispose of large blocks of public lands to various western
counties, cities and entities.   This type of special
legislation started in Nevada, but then spread to counties
in Idaho and Utah.  Typically the legislative proposals
require BLM to sell public land to a designated entity
and for a designated purpose or use.  Other provisions
vary in the different legislative proposals, but they
include such requirements as:
  • exempting the land disposal from the Sections 202

and 203 land use planning requirements of FLPMA,
  • specifying the acreage of land that BLM will identify

for disposal in the agency’s land use plans,
  • setting sale deadlines that make it difficult or

impossible for BLM to comply with the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy Act,

  • setting the sale price for the land,
  • setting guidelines for the appraisals of land to be

used in land exchanges,
  • specifying how the money from the land sale will be

used,
  • establishing wilderness areas in “quid pro quo”

agreements with environmental interests to gain their
support for the special legislation, and

(Continued on Page 5.)
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  • establishing “stakeholder groups” for public input
and setting up “trustee groups” to oversee the
management of BLM lands.

The list of these congressional acts and bills includes
the following:
• The Southern Nevada Public Land Management Act

of 1998 authorizes the sale of BLM public lands in
the Las Vegas, Nevada area.  Most of the money
from the land sales is designated for conservation,
environmental and capital improvement projects in
the Clark County and Lake Tahoe areas. By 2007,
nearly 500 parcels of BLM lands, totaling nearly
13,000 acres, had been sold in 14 public auctions,
for a total of about $2.5 billion.

• Several Mesquite Land Acts give the City of
Mesquite, Nevada the exclusive right to purchase
12,200 acres of BLM lands in the vicinity of the
City.  The sales will be at fair market value and
subject to all appropriate environmental reviews.

• The Ivanpah Valley (Nevada) Public Lands Transfer
Act of 2000 directs BLM to convey 5,800 acres to
Clark County, Nevada, “notwithstanding the land
planning requirements in Sections 202 and 203 of
FLPMA”.  The Act states that the land is for airport
use, and the fair market value price is set at $20.6
million.  An additional 13,000 acres may also be
conveyed to Clark County if environmental studies
support airport use of the 5,800 acres.  If not, the
5,800 acres revert to the BLM and the $20.6 million
is returned to Clark County.

• The Lincoln County (Nevada) Land Act of 2000
required BLM to competitively sell 13,300 acres
of BLM land near Mesquite within 75 days of
passage of the Act.  Due to the short deadline, the
courts decided that the sale was exempt from the
requirements of the National Environmental Policy
Act.  The land sale was completed in 2005 with
total receipts of $47.5 million.

• The Lincoln County (Nevada) Conservation,
Recreation & Development Act of 2004 directs the
BLM to identify not more than 90,000 acres of BLM

PUBLIC LAND DISPOSAL THROUGH LEGISLATION
(Continued from Page 4.)

land for disposal in that County.

• The White Pine County (Nevada) Conservation,
Recreation & Development Act of 2006 directs the
disposal of not more than 45,000 acres of BLM
public lands in that County.

• The proposed Washington County (Utah) Growth and
Conservation Act of 2006 would have directed the
BLM to sell not less than 24,300 acres of BLM
public lands in that County, and to sell 4,300 acres
within one year of passage of the Act.  The Bill
provided that 95% of the proceeds of the sale would
go to fund federal and local projects within
Washington County and 5% would go to the State
of Utah.  This bill did not pass, but it was
reintroduced as the Washington County Growth and
Conservation Act of 2008 that proposes to sell 9,000
acres of BLM public land and to divert the funds
generated by the sale directly to Washington County,
Utah to subsidize local development projects.

• The proposed Owyhee (Idaho) Initiative
Implementation Act of 2006 would implement an
“Owhyee Initiative Agreement which was negotiated
by a collaborative group of environmental
organizations, ranchers, off highway vehicle
enthusiasts, outfitters, and Owyhee County.  It would
create a “Board of Directors” to oversee the
management and use of a large block of BLM lands
in that County.  It contains provisions beneficial to
the parties that negotiated the agreement.  Local land
owners would be able to acquire BLM lands for their
ranches in special land exchange procedures that are
described in the Agreement in a “quid pro quo”
arrangement for not objecting to the wilderness areas
that would be created by the same congressional
legislation.  This bill did not pass, but a revised bill,
The Owyhee Public Land Management Act of 2008,
was introduced in the next Congress.

• The proposed Central Idaho Economic Development
and Recreation Act would have given 5,100 acres
of BLM lands to Custer and Blaine counties to aid
local economic development.

(Continued on Page 6.)
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PUBLIC LAND DISPOSAL THROUGH LEGISLATION
(Continued from Page 5.)

Other similar legislative proposals are reportedly being
developed for other counties in the western states.

There are reasons why these legislated land disposals
occur.  A major factor is the inability, or unwillingness,
of the BLM to respond in a timely manner to local land
development needs for public lands.  Revising a BLM
land use plan to designate public land for sale is
commonly a lengthy and potentially a controversial
process.  Like any other public land decision, it is a
public process, and there is the likelihood of protest or
litigation from interest groups that oppose the disposal
of public lands.  If an environmental impact statement
is deemed necessary, it will typically take three years
or even longer to reach a decision.  These uncertainties
do not fit well with the business and financial cycle
timelines that are needed for a development project, so
local interests turn to Congress in hopes of obtaining
quicker and more certain results.

The BLM administered public lands are an important
national asset.  These federal public lands provide a
wealth of mineral, energy, forage, timber and wildlife
resources.  They are becoming the open space and
outdoor recreation playgrounds for the people in the
metropolitan areas of the rapidly growing West.

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA) of 1976 provided that these BLM
administered public lands would be:

“managed in a manner that will protect the quality
of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological,
environmental, air and atmospheric, water resource,
and archeological values; that, where appropriate,
will preserve and protect certain public lands in their
natural conditions; that will provide food and habitat
for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that will
provide for outdoor recreation and human
occupancy and use,” and

“retained in Federal ownership unless, as a result
of the land use planning procedure provided in this
Act, it is determined that disposal of a particular
parcel would serve the national interest.”

BLM has developed and implemented a resource
management planning process that inventories and
evaluates the natural and cultural resources on the federal
public lands.  In a collaborative process with the public,
the BLM develops resource management plans for the
public lands, which include identifying land parcels that
are suitable and needed for local public and private
purposes.  In FLPMA, Congress gave BLM the land sale
and exchange authorities to make these land disposals
when and where needed.

PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION CONCLUSIONS
The PLF believes that there are major problems involved
with the growing trend for public land disposals by
special congressional legislation.  Problems include the
perceived need by some for privatizing public lands, the
issue of national vs. local interests, and the accountability
of the large amounts of money that is changing hands.

Many of the special congressional acts and legislative
proposals bypass the land use planning and environmental
requirements of other federal laws like FLPMA and
NEPA that have been passed to provide orderly processes
for making decisions on the disposal of public lands.
Some legislation designates who can buy the land, what
the sale price will be, and what the land will be used for.

Each of these special congressional acts and legislative
proposals designates large acreages of federal public
lands for disposal.  In many of the areas there is no critical
need for more private land.  The special legislation for
Lincoln County and White Pine County in Nevada
requires the sale of up to 103,000 acres of BLM land in
Lincoln County and 45,000 acres in White Pine County.
There are about 5,000 residents in Lincoln County and
10,000 residents in White Pine County.  The need to
transfer that much public land to private ownership in
these two counties at this time is questionable.

Section 202 of FLPMA states very clearly that the
disposal of the BLM public lands must “serve the
national interest”.  The acts and legislative proposals
cited above blatantly benefit local interests over national
interests.  Most of these legislated land disposals are for
designated local purposes with the monies paid for the
land being given to non-federal entities for local uses.

(Continued on Page 7.)
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The PLF believes that it is contrary to national public
land policy and unwise to sell the public land heritage
of the United States to subsidize local government
budgets.

Additionally, BLM lands should not be viewed as a
source of funding for local programs.  The BLM
administered public lands are a national “public land
system” with natural and cultural resources that are used
and enjoyed by the public in the rapidly growing West.
This BLM “public land system” has public values as
worthy of protection and preservation as those in the
National Forest, National Park and National Wildlife
Refuge Systems.

There are situations where congressional legislation may
be necessary to provide public lands in a timely manner
to meet local development needs, but the large acreages
that are being included in the recent legislation and
legislative proposals, far exceed the acreages that are
needed at this time.

These congressionally directed land disposals may also
be setting the BLM up for future controversies over the
uses that are made of the lands and questions about where
the money went.  The BLM can sell the land, issue the
land patents, and distribute the money paid for the lands
as required by each of the congressional acts.  However,
there are no provisions being made for  monitoring and
enforcing the future uses of the land and how the monies
are spent.  The BLM has been criticized many times in
the past over land exchanges and other land disposals
which, in retrospect, appear to have been unfavorable
for the federal government.  These current legislative
land disposals may be setting the BLM up to be the
“scapegoat” down the road when local land use plans
change and the money is spent.

PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION POSITION
1.  The practice of disposing of large acreages of BLM
administered public land through special congressional
legislation is opposed.

2.  The BLM public lands are a major national asset
that is used and enjoyed by the American people, and

PUBLIC LAND DISPOSAL THROUGH LEGISLATION
(Continued from Page 6.)

they should be retained in federal ownership unless, as a
result of the land use planning process which Congress
provided in the Federal Land Policy Management Act
of 1976, it is determined that disposal of a particular
parcel would serve the national interest.

3. The BLM administered public lands should not be
viewed as a source of funding for local projects, programs
or purposes.  The BLM lands are a “public land system”
that has public values as worthy of protection and
preservation as those in the National Forest, National
Park, and National Wildlife Refuge Systems.

4.  Congress has provided BLM with adequate authority
to sell, exchange and lease the public lands in accordance
with the land use plans which the agency makes in
collaboration with local governments and the public.

5.  BLM needs to be able to respond more quickly when
public lands are needed for development purposes in
local areas.  However, there is no critical need for the
large scale privatization of BLM public lands that is
contemplated by the recent congressional legislation, nor
should these land transactions be exempted from the land
use planning and environmental analysis procedures that
have been established by earlier acts of Congress.

6.  Public land disposal decisions should be made through
the land use planning procedures established by the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.  This
gives opportunity for all citizens and interest groups to
have input to the decisions; federal public land is
disposed of when needed for local purposes; and the land
transfers are made in a public process which does not
give special privileges to designated entities or
individuals.

“The greatest motivational act one person
can do for another is to listen.”

– Roy Moody
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use plans unless it was to prohibit recreational shooting.
The BLM Land Use Planning Process should identify
public land areas where dispersed recreational shooting
can continue, along with sites and ranges for current
and/or future more concentrated recreational shooting
activities. Recreational shooting on public lands should
be restricted or prohibited by land management decisions
only in public land areas where dangers to public safety
exist or where restrictions or prohibitions on recreational
shooting are needed to prevent damage to valuable
resources.

PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION POSITION
1.  Recreational shooting should be considered an
appropriate and accepted use of the public lands and be
given equal consideration with other legitimate land use
activities or projects that are evaluated within the
context of land use planning.

2.  The BLM Land Use Planning Process should identify
public land areas where dispersed recreational shooting
can continue, along with sites and ranges for current
and/or future more concentrated recreational shooting
activities.

3.  Recreational shooting on public lands should be
restricted or prohibited by land management decisions
only in public land areas where dangers to public safety
exist or where restrictions or prohibitions on recreational
shooting are needed to prevent damage to valuable
resources.  There may need to be more restrictions on
recreational shooting in wildland/urban interface areas
than in the more remote areas of public lands.

4.  The BLM’s planning for restrictions or closures to
recreational shooting should consider options for
mitigating the loss of areas that have been available for
recreational shooting.

RECREATIONAL SHOOTING ON BLM
PUBLIC LANDS

April 21, 2008
No. PLF 32-08

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Recreational shooting is a legitimate component of
multiple-use of BLM public lands.  For a variety of
reasons, this use has not been a featured element in land

Attention BLM employees and PLF members.

     The Public Lands Foundation is again a part of the
2008 Combined Federal Campaign.  Again this year we
have adopted an assumed name, called a “doing business
as (d.b.a)” name, of “Conservation and Protection of
Public Land.”  However, this year we have a new CFC
number.  It is 11786.  So look for us under this name at
our new CFC number.  We have adopted this new name
just for CFC efforts because our formal name of Public
Lands Foundation does not describe to an uninformed
person what it is that PLF does.  We believe this d.b.a.
will help do that.

     We are still affiliated with the Conservation and
Preservation Charities of America, a group of 30 national
organizations, all dedicated to conserving and preserving
the natural resources of our country.  We ask current
BLM employees to look for PLF in the CFC Catalogue,
CFC # 11786, when the 2008 campaign begins this fall.
The working children and grandchildren of PLF
members can also find us listed in both the United Fund
and CFC.

     PLF and BLM have a special relationship.  We are
doing our best to support sound public land manage-
ment carried out by professional employees.  Our goal
is to disseminate factual information about public land
issues in a non-political manner. The public also needs
to better understand the role that professional land and
resource managers play in the management of the land.
PLF strives to satisfy these needs.  We would appreciate
receiving your CFC contributions in 2008.

COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN #11786

We want to give special thanks and recognition to
the following members,  in addition to those we

recognized in the Spring issue of The Monitor, who have
used one of our special dues categories to pay their 2008
annual dues.  This extra financial support by our members
has been very helpful and is one of the rewarding aspects
of operating the Foundation.  Several are Life Members
but continue to contribute annually.  Thank you all very
much.  If by chance you have overlooked paying your
2008 dues, please consider using one of these special
categories:

(Continued on Page 9)
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2008 SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS
(Continued from Page 8.)

Patron Member ($500+)
Rebecca Johnson

Sponsoring Member ($200)
Ed Hastey Louis Boll

Sustaining Member ($100)
Dick Thompson Lowell Udy
Frances Werner

Contributing Member ($50)
Francis Eickbush Dee Ritchie
Alan Amen Les Rosenkrance
Bill Lebarron J.D. Snell
Levi Deike Scott Abdon
Henry Ash Mike Green
Billy Brady Hal Ramsbacher
Robert Miller Bob Rivers
Carolyn Broscher Chuck Reed

NATIONAL PUBLIC LANDS DAY

By volunteering on National Public Lands Day
(NPLD) on September 27, 2008, PLF members will

be helping improve and preserve this country’s habitats.
Nationally, more than 95,000 volunteers are expected
to take part this year.  This is an opportunity for our
members to lend a hand and pay back a little for their
lives with BLM.

     BLM has 97 public land sites lined up where
activities are available for all who are able to spend a
day.  Just call the nearest BLM office for the details,
directions and transportation, if needed.  Nearly every
BLM district has a NPLD project needing your help.

     PLF has received a small but welcomed grant from
the sponsor of this national program, the National
Environmental Education Foundation, which we will
use in helping BLM offices organize the day’s events
and acquire supplies, services and materials which are
difficult for BLM to obtain on short notice.  So, if you
can, put your hands to work on the 15th annual NPLD.

TESTIMONY - HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND

RELATED AGENCIES
FY 2009 - Bureau of Land Management

By George Lea, President, Public Lands Foundation

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to
present your committee with our views on the Bureau

of Land Management’s (BLM) budget request for FY
2009.  As a national, non-profit organization principally
of retired but still dedicated former BLM employees,
the Public Lands Foundation (PLF) has a unique body
of knowledge, expertise and experience in public land
management.  We are the only national membership
organization dedicated solely to the protection and
professional multiple use management of BLM public
lands. As retirees, we believe we can now offer an
objective and non-bureaucratic view of what is really
happening to the public lands and suggestions for
improvement.  It is important that the Committee
understand that while we are supportive of BLM and its
programs, we are not a “captive” of the Bureau and are
independent in our views.  Our mission’s primary focus
is on improving the condition of the land and its natural
resources and keeping the public lands in public hands.
We strive to improve the effectiveness of BLM by
encouraging professionalism among employees and to
increase the public’s understanding of and support for
the proper scientific management of these lands.

Overview
While the demands upon BLM public lands continue to
increase, the total net budget request of $977.4 million
is a decrease of $5.8 million from the 2008 level.  It is
significant to note that BLM will return more than $6.2
billion in receipts in 2009.  Yes, that is not a mistake,
but $6.2 billion, with 44% of the receipts returned
directly to states and counties to support roads, schools
and other community needs.  We are unaware of any
federal agency that returns such receipts compared with
its budget.  BLM emphasizes inclusion of local input in
the process of conserving the environment and is a model
of President Bush’s idea of cooperative conservation.
In addition to 258 million surface acres, BLM also is
responsible for 700 million acres of federal mineral estate
throughout the nation.  That is nearly a billion acres of
precious assets, making BLM the largest steward of
Federal lands.

(Continued on Page 10.)
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(Continued from Page 9.)

We support the requested budget, particularly the
increases to implement the Healthy Lands Initiative.
However, we see certain shortfalls in emphasis and/or
the need for increased dollars in FY 2009, principally
to increase staffing, in the following high priority
programs to enable the Bureau to adequately address
urgent natural resources issues:

Personnel Needs
BLM’s budget is directed toward work force
requirements needed to put trained natural resource
specialists on the ground to manage the land. BLM’s
programs are labor intensive and do not lend themselves
to contracting.  Any man-power or budget reductions
will not only directly affect BLM’s ability to properly
manage and protect the public lands, but also would
have a negative impact on the generation of receipts to
the states, counties and the U.S. Treasury.

     Budgets often contain the false assumption that, with
a smaller budget and fewer personnel, the workload will
decrease and less work needs to be accomplished.  That
is not the case for natural resources management
agencies.  It is the constant need to protect the land and
the natural resources and the public’s increasing service
demands that drive the budget requirements.  For
example, the 2000 Census found the West to be the
fastest growing region of the nation; nine of the 12 fastest
growing states are in the West where the growth rate
averages 27% per decade, more than twice the national
average of 13%. To demonstrate this constant need to
protect the land, more than 22 million people live within
25 miles of the land the Bureau manages, and the BLM
lands have become the outdoor recreation playground
of the West.  In 2009, over 58 million visitors are
expected to participate in recreational activities on BLM
lands.

     BLM has always been the forgotten “step-child” in
the family of federal land management agencies and
has never had the personnel needed to match its
responsibilities.  Once again we believe the Committee
needs to know the personnel needs of BLM and should
encourage BLM to develop a five-year program to bring

BLM’s work force to a level adequate to protect the
resources and perform the work needed.

Healthy Lands Initiative - (+$5,000,000) We support a
$15 million total increase for the Healthy Lands
Initiative.  Mr. Chairman, there is a lot of good work
being done on the ground under this program, much of it
in partnerships with private organizations, and we support
a $5 million increase over the requested budget.  This
new program is directed towards lessening the impact
of energy development and other resource use activities
such as grazing, fire, and recreation on the potential
conflicts with the needs of wildlife and habitat
conservation in six priority geographic areas.   To a large
extent the areas to receive special consideration are the
sagebrush dominated landscapes associated with
managing at-risk species, such as the sage grouse, to
prevent listing of the grouse and to better assure recovery
for other species listed as threatened and endangered.

Selling of public lands - The 2009 BLM budget suggests
legislation is needed to stimulate the selling of public
lands to help reduce the Federal budget deficit in 2009.
The PLF strongly objects to a policy of accelerated
selling of the public lands. The Committee is reminded
that the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA) of 1976 contains adequate authority for BLM
to sell lands. Reducing the federal deficit in any
meaningful degree would require a massive disposal of
the public lands, which the public will not support.  PLF
does not support retaining all public lands in public
ownership.  There are scattered, isolated parcels of BLM
lands that should be in private ownership, and there are
BLM lands in the vicinity of growing Western cities and
towns that are needed for urban expansion.  However,
the bulk of the BLM lands have become the outdoor
playgrounds of the West, and the public has repeatedly
and strongly opposed any large-scale disposal of the
BLM lands.

     The BLM budget before this committee again
proposes that the Federal Land Transportation
Facilitation Act be amended to allow BLM to sell all

(Continued on Page 11.)
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lands identified suitable for disposal in all updated
management plans.  FLPMA already provides BLM this
authority.  However, the budget proposal would direct
that a portion of the proceeds from the sale of BLM-
managed lands be available for the acquisition of other
non-federal lands (in-holdings) in national parks, refuges
and monuments.  We object to using BLM lands as a
“cash cow” in this manner.  The public land system that
BLM administers has the same importance and integrity
as the land system managed by the National Park
Service, for example, and that integrity needs to be
respected. All federal land management agencies,
including the Forest Service, have many lands that are
difficult to manage and that could be sold.  Congress
should provide the authority that these agencies need
to sell these lands with the proceeds going to the
acquisition of in-holding lands within that agency rather
than relying on selling BLM lands.

Wild Horse and Burros (+$2,000,000) - The budget
proposes a very modest increase for this program in FY
2009.  The Committee is reminded that once the wild
horse and burro population levels are down to
Appropriate Management Levels (AML), each year
approximately 20%, the annual reproductive increment,
of the population must be removed to keep the
population within the AML. BLM estimates they will
have approximately 31,000 animals in contract holding
facilities where the animals must be held until they die
of natural causes.  BLM has no alternative.  This is
ridiculous!  There are more animals held in these
facilities than roam the public lands.  These holding
costs consume over half of the BLM’s wild horse and
burro program ($18,000,000) each year, and they keep
climbing.  In previous years Congress has provided
additional funding in order to remove animals for the
public lands to reach the AML, and it would be most
unfortunate not to provide an increase in FY2009.

Range Improvement Fund - The FY2009 BLM budget
again proposes to eliminate the Range Improvement
Fund ($10 M) to further deficit-reduction efforts.
Originally this proposal was based on the assumption
that the Department would change the grazing
regulations to give title to range improvements to grazing

TESTIMONY - HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
ON INTERIOR AND RELATED AGENCIES

(Continued from Page 10.)

permittees, thus reducing the need for the range
improvement fund and giving the grazing permittee an
incentive to bear the costs of such improvements.  As a
result of a court decision, these regulations have now
been abandoned by BLM.  It should be noted that the
current grazing regulations encourage grazing permittees
to contribute towards range improvement projects and
further protect a permittee’s financial investment in
improvements by authorizing a grazing permittee to be
reimbursed for his financial contribution to range
improvements should he lose the use of such
improvements.  It is also important that the Committee
understand that the Range Improvement Fund is not used
exclusively to benefit the grazing permittee.  The fund
is also used on high priority watersheds to maximize the
potential for overall improvement and protection of those
watersheds by improving the vegetation, habitat
conditions and health of rangeland ecosystems to benefit
livestock, fish and wildlife habitat, riparian values,
watershed protection and other resource values.  The
funds are thus not tied to an individual grazing permit
or a specific grazing allotment but used for a rather wide
variety of projects not necessarily benefiting directly a
grazing permittee.  The benefits to the Range
Improvement Fund out-weigh the small contributions to
deficit reduction that eliminating the fund would make.
For the above reasons, the PLF does not support the
budget proposal.

Oil and Gas Management - (+$2,000,000) Increased
funding to supervise oil and gas operations on the ground
is needed over the increases granted in FY2008.
According to a December 17, 2007, report by the
Subcommittee on Royalty Management to the Royalty
Policy Committee, which is chartered under the Federal
Advisory Committee Act, BLM’s role in production
accountability reviews needs to be strengthened to ensure
that all royalties are being reported and collected
properly.

Renewable Energy - (+$2,000,000) With the increase
in the cost of energy and the need for alternative energy
sources, the number of applications for wind and solar
facilities on public lands has mushroomed.  Currently

(Continued on Page 12.)
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BLM has a backlog of 137 solar and 173 wind
applications awaiting BLM’s actions. The Bureau needs
funding to process these applications, and we suggest
that the BLM be given the authority to retain the fee
receipts from renewable energy applications as is the
case with some of the other energy activities, i.e. Oil
and Gas and Geothermal.

Illegal Immigrants Impacting Public Lands -
(+$2,000,000)  Undocumented aliens continue to cross
from Mexico into the United States, crossing public
lands administered by BLM, and continue to damage
or destroy valuable natural and cultural resources,
abandon vehicles, pollute with their trash and human
waste, and create serious safety risks to employees and
the visiting public.  Increased funding is required to
mitigate these damages, repair infrastructure, improve
signage, and close mine shafts.  BLM is responsible for
managing 8.8 million acres of borderlands.

Fire Fighting Funds - As the Committee knows, BLM
has historically borrowed funds from programs that carry
over funds from year to year to pay fire fighting costs.  The
borrowed money is repaid through supplemental
appropriations.  This system has generally worked well.
However, should these funds not exist, this would cause
serious disruption of on-going programs.  It is our
understanding that the Forest Service has such a problem,
as may other federal land management agencies.  The
procedures for funding fire suppression should be changed.
The cost of funding fire suppression should be taken out of
the agency’s budgets and made available by a separate
fire suppression fund.

TESTIMONY - HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
ON INTERIOR AND RELATED AGENCIES
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recreation and increased off-highway vehicle (OHV) use,
have overwhelmed the many BLM field offices,
especially in fast growing urban areas.  Issues such as
irresponsible target shooting, rampant OHV use,
vandalism, and trash dumping are generating
considerable resource damage and visitor safety
concerns.   Increased funding is required to improve on-
the-ground management of OHV, mapping and signing
of roads and trails, and increasing law enforcement and
BLM patrol efforts.  BLM’s current recreation challenge-
cost share program is one of the most effective in the
Department of Interior, often leveraging resources and
funding at about 4 to 1, sometimes even as great as 10
to 1.

Recreation and Visitor Services Program -
(+$10,000,000) Despite the fact that recreation uses of
BLM lands are increasing exponentially, the FY 2009
budget for this program proposes a substantial decrease.
In many respects the recreational uses on public lands
are a dominant feature on the landscape and a major
element in the economy of the western states.  Issues
related to increased urbanization of the west and
continuous advances in technology, particularly motorized

Cultural Resources - (+$3,000,000) We are
disappointed to see the reduction in this important
program, particularly when the program received a long-
overdue  increase for FY2008.  We have been asking for
the Congress for many years to recognize the
extensiveness and value of the public lands as a national
storehouse of cultural and historic treasures. With the
increase in recreational uses of the BLM lands, these
cultural resources require constant protection, restoration
and surveillance.

Cost Recovery - The 2009 budget again proposes to
repeal provisions of Section 365 of the Energy Policy
Act, which prohibits BLM from implementing cost
recovery fees for processing APDs.  This change would
allow BLM to make permanent the recovery of the cost
of processing this type of application. We support this
change.  The total cost of processing a permit averages
$4,500.  The industry objects to paying a processing
fee, a minor cost that surely would not severely impact
the financing of exploration nor reduce the number of
permit applications.  More than 10,000 APDs are
anticipated in 2009.

Fixed costs - We encourage the Committee to fully fund
BLM’s fixed costs.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.
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BLM has released the Draft Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) for Oil

Shale and Tar Sands resources.  Thanks to the hard work
of PLF Board of Director member Eric Janes, we were
able to file the following comments regarding the PEIS.
We believe our concern about the availability of water
to develop these resource is very germane, considering
the fact that members of Congress are pushing to
accelerate the development particularly of oil shale.

         March 10, 2008
BLM Oil Shale and Tar Sands Resources
Draft Programmatic EIS Comments
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL  60439

Sirs:

The Public Lands Foundation (PLF) has studied the
Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
(PEIS) for Oil Shale and Tar Sands Resource
Management Plan Amendments in Colorado, Utah and
Wyoming, dated December 20, 2007.  We have the
following comments:

PLF is a national non-profit conservation organization
founded in 1987.  Our membership is primarily retired
former employees of the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM).  PLF’s mission is to keep America’s Public
Lands in public hands, sustainably managed for the
public’s common use and enjoyment through
professional, science-based education and advocacy.

We support the implementation of Alternative C.  We
find that this alternative is the more prudent course for
BLM to take given some serious issues and unknowns
that the draft PEIS discusses with respect to the
technologies of Oil Shale and Tar Sand extraction.  For
example the PEIS states frequently that the amount of
water that may be required for future commercial
development, and the potential mix between surface
water, groundwater, and treated process water is
unknown.  We would like to see the Oil Shale Research,
Development, and Demonstration work plans of the five
tract operators put priority emphasis on these water
information gaps.  In addition, the PLF recommends
that the PEIS contractor define thresholds for Oil Shale

and Tar Sand development for water and related
environmental effects as a part of the final PEIS revisions.
To defer the determination of thresholds will create a
patchwork of analysis within individual Resource
Management Plan Amendments, thus compromising the
intent of NEPA for realistic disclosure of cumulative
impacts.

The preparation of the draft PEIS has been a very
complex effort, and the PLF commends the BLM and
Argonne National Laboratory for a comprehensive and
professional draft.

Sincerely,
George Lea, President

BLM OIL SHALE AND TAR SANDS RESOURCES
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Solar Energy Programmatic Impact Statement
notice of intent was published in the Federal Register

in May 23, 2008, covering BLM and DOE lands in
Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada,
and Utah, with potential utility-scale solar energy
development over the next 20 years.  Public scoping
meetings will be held in Riverside, Barstow,
Sacramento, Las Vegas, Phoenix, Denver, Salt Lake,
and Albuquerque.

Sage-Grouse Lek Counts Decrease dramatically in
Southwest Idaho in the Boise District.  Following a
helicopter survey in April covering 250,000 acres,
containing the largest and densest concentration of leks
in Idaho, wildlife biologists report the breeding ground
counts have declined by 60% since 2004.  The greatest
decline occurred between 2007 and 2008.  The probable
reasons for the decline are West Nile Virus, a low 10-
year cycle in sage-grouse numbers, and low productivity
of chicks in 2007.

BLM Planned Large Prescribed Fire in southwestern
New Mexico.  This was to be one of the largest
prescribed burns to improve the habitat for elk, deer,

and antelope on more than 38,000 acres.  The burn was
to last three days and was a part of a larger effort of
restoration of about 147,000 acres over the next three
years.  The burn was added by several New Mexico State
agencies and private wildlife groups.  Plans call for
prescribed burning of 300,000 acres.

BLM is Mowing Sagebrush in the Dillion Field Office
to improve wildlife habitat.  The plants of the area were
decadent, and average plant height had decreased
markedly, making much of the sage unavailable as winter
forage under light snow.  The mowing will stimulate
greater production for the existing sagebrush.

The Final Environmental Impact Statement for the
Mountain View Wind Energy Project in the BLM
California Palm Springs area has been published.  The
study covers the right-of-way on public lands and a
conditional use permit on private lands to construct a
wind energy generating facility in the Coachella Valley.
The project includes construction of 432 to 500 wind
turbines with related access roads, a power line and
electrical substation.

SMALL TRACTS

BLM Retiree Luncheon, May 22, 2008, Washington, D.C.  This luncheon group has been meeting now
for 25 years.  Front Row, Left to right: Roger Griffith, Mary Disk, Mai Griffith, Shirley Wyatt, Mary
Enix, Pat Harvey, Audrey Sawicki, Jean Austin, Denise Ryan, Felix Lapinski, George Lea.  Back Row:
Dan Dick, Ed Wyatt, Karl Landstrom, Carl Enix, Bernie Hyde, Jim Colby, E. K. James, Leonard Karpinski,
Bill Downey, Tom Fry, Vince Riley, Pete Culp.  Not in photo: Rita Dolan, Al Smith, Ann Culp.
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IN MEMORIUM

The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you that
the following long-time BLM employees have passed on:

Lynne Taylor - BLM Horseman on the Pryor Mountains
Wild Horse Range in Montana, on March 12, 2008, at
Shepard, Montana.

Brad Kueger - BLM Forest Engineer in Eugene,
Oregon, on February 6, 2008, in Eugene, Oregon.

Claude W. Harmon - BLM Supervisor Cadastral
Surveyor, in March 2008, Herald, California.

Robert John Mayorga - BLM Oregon State Office
employee at Portland, Oregon, on April 7, 2008, in
Gresham, Oregon.

Donald Doyen – BLM Forester in Nevada and Fire
Control Officer at Boise Fire Center and Arizona State
Office, on February 24, 2007, in Sun City, Arizona.

James F. Sims – BLM District Manager in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, and Oil and Gas Compliance Specialist in
the BLM Washington Office, on March 21, 2008, in
Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Alan Pierson - BLM Resource Area Manager at Miles
City, Montana, District Manager at Rawlins, Wyoming,
and State Director at Cheyenne, Wyoming, on April 29,
2008, in Cheyenne, Wyoming.

Alex Kennedy - BLM Forester at Roseburg, Oregon;
Trespass Specialists at Anchorage, Alaska; and Access
Specialist at Folsom, California, and Cheyenne,
Wyoming, on May 4, 2008, in Sault Ste Marie,
Michigan.

Florine Bedwell - Longtime BLM District Clerk at
Medford, Oregon District, on April 22, 2008, in Central
Point, Oregon.

Gerald (Gerry) Freerksen – BLM Petroleum
Engineering Technician in Rock Springs, Wyoming, on
April 17, 2008, in Salem, Oregon.

Janet Wilcox – BLM Reality Specialist at Rock
Springs, Wyoming, on May 1, 2006, in Layton, Utah.

Gordon E. Joslyn - Grazing Service employee, Life
Time Member of the Public Lands Foundation, who
worked on the Missouri River Basin Survey and BLM
Washington, D.C. Office Personnel Division and was
BLM’s first Safety Officer, on April 9, 2008, in Silver
Springs, Maryland.

James Ennis – BLM Forestry Technician in the Medford
District Office, Oregon, on May 2, 2008, in Medford,
Oregon.

Carl McCrillis – BLM Range Management Specialist
at Lakeview, Burns and Prineville, Oregon, and at the
BLM Washington, D.C. Office, on July 16, 2007, in
Dewey, Arizona.

Clark Noble -  BLM Realty Specialist and Resource
Area Manager at Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, and Land Office
Manager at Anchorage, Alaska, on October 3, 2007, in
Longmont, Colorado.

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

A contribution in memory of Burt Silcock, Ed
Zaidlicz and Harold Lynd has been received from
Dan Baker.

A contribution in memory of Greg Yunavich, Vince
Hecker and Clint Oke has been received from Denise
Meridith.

A contribution in memory of Vince Hecker has been
received from Jack Edwards.

A contribution in memory of Vince Hecker, Gerald
Quinn and Jim Owings has been received from John
Kwiatkowski.

A contribution in memory of Vince Hecker and Burt
Silcock has been received from Gloria Jean Austin.

“My favorite part of the game
 is the opportunity to play.”

         – Mike Singletary
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For America’s Heritage

The Public Lands Foundation advocates and works for the retention of America’s Public Lands in public
hands, professionally and sustainably managed for responsible common use and enjoyment.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PLF NATIONAL MEETING
Park City, Utah   September 9 – 13, 2008

The theme of our 21st anniversary annual
meeting was “Sustaining the

Ecological, Economic & Social Vitality of
the Public Lands.”  A total of 65 people
from 16 states attended the sessions,
barbeque, luncheon, banquet, tours and
events.  We thank Beau McClure, Jens
Jensen, Stu Carlson, Dick LeDosquet and
Roland Robison for hosting a great meeting.
We also thank the BLM Utah State Office
for its support and assistance.

     The two-day general session began with
a welcome from BLM Utah Associate State
Director Jeff Rawson, followed by a BLM
update by Henri Bisson, BLM Deputy
Director for Operations, Washington, D.C.
There were four panels on sustainability
issues, several individual speakers, and
three “Remembering BLM” presentations
by PLF members.  Following are highlights
from the presentations that have given the
PLF the background to develop position
papers and help keep members and the
public informed on what is happening on
BLM public lands.

     Jeff Rawson, BLM Utah Associate
State Director, gave an overview of the
major issues facing BLM in Utah, including

the culmination of six major Resource
Management Plans, several thousand
unresolved R.S. 2477 right-of-way
situations, the large and growing oil and gas
program in northeastern Utah, and the
widespread off-highway-vehicle use of
BLM public lands.  He cited the good
partnerships between the BLM and Utah
state agencies working together on land
management and restoration projects.  The
three-tier BLM organization is in place with
the establishment of the new West Desert
District, Green River District, Color Country
District, and Canyon Country District to
oversee the Field Offices.

     Henri Bisson, BLM Deputy Director for
Operations, Washington, D. C., described
some of the major issues facing BLM
including:

• BLM is giving energy development
applications high priority.  The pilot
offices that have been established in the
Rocky Mountain States have been able
to accelerate the issuance of oil and gas
leases in a conservative leasing program
that includes provisions in leases to
protect surface  resources.  Oil shale is
            (Continued on Page 2.)
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a huge issue, and BLM is working on development
leases for that resource.  Over 2 million acres of
BLM lands are included in applications for rights-
of-way for solar energy facilities that could have
major impacts on wildlife habitat and other public
land uses.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PLF NATIONAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 1.)

Henri Bisson, Deputy
Director, Operations

• Wild horses and burros are becoming a major
financial burden for the BLM’s budget.  The
numbers of animals on the public lands exceed the
appropriate management levels in many places, and
the Bureau is feeding as many wild horses and burros
in sanctuaries and holding facilities as exist on the
public lands.  There are an estimated 33,000 wild
horses on the range with a carrying capacity for
27,000, while BLM has another 30,000 horses in
holding facilities.  A realistic look at the wild horse
and burro program needs to be taken to see if there
is a less costly way for the BLM to accomplish the
program goals.

• The BLM is taking different management
approaches to saving sage grouse habitat in different
areas of the West, based on the different threats to
the habitat in each area.  The objective is to try to
prevent the listing of sage grouse as a threatened or
endangered species.

• Congressional legislation is directing BLM to
dispose of large acreages of public land for
designated local purposes.  The BLM’s planning
system that was developed in the 1970’s still works,
but the BLM needs to be able to respond more
quickly to local needs for land.  There needs to be
legislation to authorize the BLM to sell public land
where needed for local purposes and to use the
money to purchase other land in other areas which
are needed by BLM.

• There is a bill pending in Congress that would give
Congressional designation to the administratively-
established National Landscape Conservation
System.

• The BLM has implemented its Management for
Excellence program in most places.  The three-tier
organization is working well and provides better
training grounds for developing managers for the
agency.  The reestablishment of the Center in Denver
provides a needed single leader, centralizes
functions, and saves money.

LUNCHEON SPEAKER – Robert B. Keiter,
Director, Wallace Stegner Center for Land, Resources,
and the Environment at the University of Utah, spoke
on the topic of “The Elusive Quest for Sustainability on
the Public Lands”.  How should BLM balance energy
development, wildlife conservation, and other resource
values on the public lands?  Such dilemmas have
perplexed managers from the beginning, a consequence
of the diverse and often conflicting policy models that
prevail on the public domain.  Congress has provided
some - but not definitive - guidance through the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act.  Other laws - the
Energy Policy Act of 2005, Mineral Leasing Act, En-

(Continued on Page 3.)
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dangered Species Act, and National Environmental
Policy Act - send contradictory messages.   With the
Executive Branch regularly changing hands from one
political party to another, the agency has often found
itself whipsawed from one resource priority to another.
The rapid social, economic, and ecological changes
occurring across the West and the nation have further
fueled controversy on the public domain.  In this
environment, identifying and implementing truly
sustainable resource management policies is not an easy
task.  Thoughtful planning, inclusive public processes,
and sensitivity to the land can help promote
sustainability.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PLF NATIONAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 2.)

Robert B. Keiter, Director
Wallace Stegner Center for
Land, Resources, and the
Environment

PANEL ON  “DEFINING SUSTAINABILITY”
     This panel was asked to define ecological, economic,
and social sustainability as they relate to BLM public
lands, explain the interrelationships of the ecological,
economic and social aspects of public land management,
discuss sustainability vs. multiple use as a guiding land
management principle, and provide a case study on
sustainability.

     Fee Busby, Professor, Rangeland Ecology and
Management, Utah State University, described
sustainability as a balancing act of “meeting the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.”   Sustainability is
social, environmental, and ecological factors working
together to make things “bearable”.  He used the
example of how the Grazing Service was established in
1934 at a time when the public lands were badly
overgrazed and the livestock industry was dysfunctional
and unsustainable.  Ferry Carpenter brought ranchers
together to allocate uses and use areas.  He saved the
livestock industry and created the land management
agency that became the BLM.   His work started the

process of moving public lands toward more
environmentally, socially and economically sustainable
use.  BLM employees have made additional adjustments,
continuing the trend toward sustainability.

     The BLM now faces a new challenge from an
urbanized, affluent, and fluid society which has changed
the role and uses of the BLM public lands.  Sustainability
is the continuing search for how we can balance the
social, ecological, and economic needs for the public
lands.  This search is like a pendulum.  When Congress
and the Executive Branch are controlled by the same
political party, they will try to push the pendulum as far
as they can in one direction “because they can”.  A new
Congress and a new Administration will later try to push
the pendulum in the opposite direction as far as they
can.  The role of the public land manager is to find the
middle ground and try to stay there.

     Terry Messmer, Professor & Extension Wildlife
Specialist, Utah State University, presented a paper on
“Transcending Boundaries to Achieve Sustainability:
Public Lands at a Crossroads”.  The literal definition of
conservation is “to work together”.  When applied to
natural resources, the definition implies seeking the
“highest and best use”.  In our democracy, the highest
and best use of natural resources has largely been deter-
mined by the political marketplace.  This is the very
marketplace that gave rise to public lands and the con-
cept of multiple use.  Inherent in this concept is a belief
that contemporary  uses do not detract from the ability

Fee Busby and Terry Messmer

(Continued on Page 4.)
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PLF NATIONAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 3.)

of public lands to provide or sustain economic,
ecological and social benefits into the future.  Thus
sustainability of public lands depends on achieving and
maintaining a balance between contemporary human
uses and future environmental services.  As per-capita
consumption of natural resources increases, the conflicts
regarding what constitutes acceptable multiple use will
increase.  Invariably, because stakeholders’ values differ,
decisions regarding the management of public lands are
controversial.  If these conflicts, however, are viewed
as a reflection of societal diversity, they may actually
become important positive forces of change.  If managed
improperly, they can be sources of continued public
frustration and will reduce the credibility of the agency
administering the program and thus detract from long-
term objectives.  Concomitantly, sound scientific and
technical data will be essential for creating workable
solutions.

     One strategy to achieve sustainability may be the
increased use of “sustainability development
partnerships”.  These partnerships include voluntary
cooperative agreements among stakeholders that commit
them to working cooperatively to achieve common needs
without infringing on the rights and privileges of other
individuals.

     The PLF can help with the collaboration process by
identifying public land problems that need resolution,
participating in and providing unbiased information to
local working groups, and recognizing good work being
done by local groups through avenues like the PLF’s
Landscape Stewardship Award Program.

PANEL ON “SUSTAINING PUBLIC LANDS
THROUGH A NATIONAL LANDSCAPE
CONSERVATION SYSTEM”

     Elena Daly, Director, National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS), BLM Headquarters
Office, Washington, D. C., explained that former
Interior Secretary Babbitt established the NLCS in 2000.
It now includes over 27 million acres of BLM lands in
over 850 “special areas” - Wilderness Areas, National
Conservation Areas, National Monuments, Areas of
Critical Environmental Concern, etc. Many of them are

part of larger areas of BLM public lands.  The multiple
use objectives of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) have a conservation
component.  The National Landscape Conservation
System objectives have a multiple use component.
NLCS units are tied to their local communities and
economies.  Hunting is allowed in nearly all of the NLCS
units; livestock grazing is authorized in many; some
NLCS lands are leased for oil and gas.  Geo-tourism
related to the NLCS units is sustaining many local
economies.  Ms. Daly cited the many research and
outreach projects and activities that the NLCS staffs are
doing on the lands and with local communities to
promote, utilize, and protect the public values of the
special areas in the National Landscape Conservation
System.

Steven Burr, Elena Daly, and Brian O’Donnell.

     Brian O’Donnell, Executive Director, National
Conservation System Foundation, stated that the public
today is recognizing new values on the BLM lands and
that sustaining these new values requires a major change
in the way BLM manages these lands.  The National
Conservation System Foundation (NCSF) was created
to be a supporter of change in the BLM.  The role of the
NCSF is to:
• help the BLM get the resources to manage the lands

in the NLCS,
• help increase the number of units in the NLCS,
• seek Friends Groups for the NLCS units,
• find volunteers to help BLM with management of

the lands, and
• explain to the public how the NLCS differs from the

National Park Service and why that is a good thing.
(Continued on Page 5.)
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PLF NATIONAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 4.)

     O’Donnell reminded the PLF that history and
experience tell us how quickly things can change for
BLM lands, and he asked the PLF to be supportive of
the National Landscape Conservation System.

     In the discussion period, George Lea explained that
the PLF is a guardian of the NLCS and has endorsed
the bill in Congress that would provide legislative
authority for the NLCS.  The PLF also wants Congress
to recognize that this Conservation System is part of
the multiple use management responsibility that
Congress has given to the BLM in FLPMA.

     Dr. Steven Burr, Associate Professor, Institute for
Outdoor Recreation and Tourism, and Extension
Specialist, Utah State University, discussed the role
that the NLCS plays in sustaining local communities.
Sustainability, from the geo-tourism view point, is to
not degrade environmental resources nor negatively
exploit local and human and cultural resources, in order
that these resources may be maintained for present and
future generations.  Today’s tourists seek new, unique,
and self-fulfilling experiences.  Sustainability for the
tourism industry is to sustain the natural, scenic and
cultural values that the tourists want to enjoy.
Changing social values in the West are placing more
and more value on the amenities of scenery, wildlife,
and outdoor recreation activities.  Tourism activities and
experiences depend upon the attributes associated with
natural and relatively undisturbed landscapes, and
tourists are concerned about degradation of natural
resource attractions.

     Most of the units of the NLCS produce significant
economic benefits for nearby communities.  There is a
difference between destination tourism and “windshield
tourism”.  Destination tourism produces spending in
local communities; windshield tourism does not.  The
units of the NLCS are destinations for tourism.  The
tourism industry relies on BLM to sustain these NLCS
tourist attractions that create recreation uses that produce
economic benefits for the nearby communities.

PANEL ON “SUSTAINING THE ECOLOGICAL
VITALITY OF THE PUBLIC LANDS”
     This panel focused on the role of fire in sustaining
ecological vitality, the importance of evaluating and

monitoring ecological changes, and how invasive species
jeopardize ecological vitality.

     Rick Moore, Associate Director for Programs,
Grand Canyon Trust, described the Grand Canyon
Trust’s land management and research programs on two
large ranches, the Kane Ranch and the Two Mile Ranch,
on the Arizona Strip, north of the Grand Canyon.  The
850,000 acres in these ranches are almost entirely federal
land, and the Grand Canyon Trust has a livestock
operation on BLM and Forest Service grazing leases.
In addition, the Trust conducts an innovative
conservation effort focused on partnering with the federal
land management agencies, academia, and volunteers.
The research and monitoring activities are not focused
on a single issue.  They are a hybrid collection of
rangeland research projects and monitoring programs that
includes grassland restoration experiments, cheat grass
modeling and monitoring projects, wildlife habitat
enhancement projects, tamarisk removals, and cultural
resource management programs.  Northern Arizona
University professors are on the Grand Canyon Trust staff
as science advisers, and there are over 500 volunteers
working on stewardship projects on the ranches.  Since
the Grand Canyon Trust is not a public agency, it can do
many of the research and monitoring projects more
quickly and less costly than could a public agency.

Ron Hooper, Jim Davis, and Rick Moore

     Ron Hooper, retired BLM Assistant Field Office
Manager, Kingman, Arizona discussed the role that
monitoring and evaluation play in maintaining ecologi-
cal sustainability.  Ecological sustainability is the abil-
ity of an ecosystem to maintain ecological processes and
functions, biological diversity and productivity over
time.  Monitoring is the systematic collection of data
used to measure conditions.  Evaluation is the analysis
and interpretation of monitoring data to determine if

(Continued on Page 6.)
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current management is meeting established land use and
site specific objectives for the health of the rangeland.
Monitoring requires a commitment of time and money,
and priorities should be given to monitoring in places
where livestock and human uses are occurring or where
there are threatened or endangered species.  The moni-
toring process involves collecting and analyzing data,
describing the desired plant communities, evaluating
the impacts of livestock, recreation and other uses, com-
paring the monitoring data with site specific objectives
for the health of the land, and deciding what changes in
use, if any, need to be made to achieve those objec-
tives, and then preparing a plan for how the changes
would be made.  Monitoring is a critical step in the
administration of the BLM’s Standards for Rangeland
Health and Guidelines for Grazing Administration.  The
use of these Standards and Guidelines in Arizona has
helped reduce the public controversy over livestock
grazing on public lands because they place the focus on
“how”, rather than “if”, livestock use should occur on
the public lands.

     Dr. Jim Davis, Division of Wildlife Resources, Utah
Department of Natural Resources, presented a paper
on “Monitoring Long-Range Changes in Composition,
Structure, and Function of Utah’s Wildlands: Are We
Observing the End of Resilience and Diversity of our
Sagebrush Semi-desert Communities?”  It describes the
evolution of the State of Utah’s Range Inventory/Range
Trend Project that began in 1957.  It is a huge, state-
wide, long-term monitoring program focused on
wildland vegetation.  Big game populations in Utah are
limited by the condition and quantity of sagebrush winter
range.  The results of the Range Inventory/Range Trend
Project show that sagebrush areas are declining.
Sagebrush is merely existing now; old plants are dying;
and new plants are not starting.  Wildfires are more
frequent and are burning hotter.  Wildfires take out the
sagebrush, and it is not coming back; cheat grass is taking
over.  Drought is a contributing factor, particularly in
the lower elevations.   Winter range for deer is ruined in
many areas, particularly in the lower elevations.  This
type of information was invaluable in the establishment
of the state’s Watershed Initiative program which now
funds state-wide habitat improvement projects each year
for about 10 – 12 million dollars which are helping in

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PLF NATIONAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 5.)

the improvement of Utah’s depleted low elevation
sagebrush ranges.

PANEL ON SUSTAINING THE SOCIO-
ECONOMIC VITALITY OF THE PUBLIC LANDS
     This panel focused on what can/should be done to
help assure that social and economic opportunities
continue to be available on public lands, ways to provide
for social and economic opportunities while mitigating
impacts, and what is not being done that should be done.

Dirk Van Zyl, Brad Barber, and Ashley Korenblat

     Brad Barber, Planning and Land Conservation
Consultant, has worked on many projects which involve
various stakeholders, including ranchers, developers,
elected officials and the environmental community to
find common solutions to the challenges of growth,
development and land conservation.  Sustaining the
socio-economic vitality of public lands is critical, not
only to sustain the users of the public lands and the
community, but also to sustain the natural attributes of
the lands.  The issue is not only protecting land, but also
protecting community, democracy and our core values,
and may determine our survival as a species.

     These challenges include rapid population and
housing growth, energy development, bio-fuels, drought-
water shortages-water wars, climate change, and forest
health issues.  The tools we can use in meeting these
challenges include quality growth planning-visioning,
establishing national monuments and national
conservation areas, land exchanges, creating
comprehensive congressional bills, and private land
conservation.  State/local governments and conservation
organizations are important players in developing plans

(Continued on Page 7.)
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for conserving lands.  Political leadership and a balance
in power are key factors.  The collaborative process
should be led by a broadly based steering committee.
He cited the Vision–Dixie project in Washington County,
Utah, as an example of how a local community can plan
for the disposal of federal public lands to sustain
community goals and provide for the preservation of
quality public lands.

     Dr. Dirk van Zyl, Professor of Mine Life Cycles,
University of British Columbia, described the ways that
mining companies today are helping mining
communities plan for life after the mine closes.   Mining
is not a sustainable use in the sense that rangelands,
forests and water supplies are sustainable.  The socio-
economic contributions that a mine makes to the local
community increase as the project moves from
exploration to development to operations.   The life of a
mine can be measured in “generations” of the workers
and residents, perhaps five to seven generations.  The
metal produced by mining can be recycled in the
economy, but the mine will eventually close.  Some
factors that the mining company and the local
community need to consider are 1) the composition of
the community will change during the mine life, 2) local
government thinking/policies will also evolve during
the mine life, 3) sustaining socio-economic vitality of
the community requires ongoing openness to change,
and 4) community/government and the company must
cooperate to accomplish this ongoing updating of
objectives and implementation.

     Ashley Korenblat, former President of the
International Mountain Bicycling Association, and
member of the BLM Utah Resource Advisory Council
and the Governor’s Task Force on Outdoor Recreation
Economic Ecosystems, reported that the public lands
are the backbone of the “outdoor industry”.  Land in its
natural state which provides sustainable access for
visitors has economic value.  Public recreation is now
the economic base for many local communities in the
West.  Nationally, the “outdoor industry” spends over
$730 billion annually,  provides 6.5 million jobs, and
contributes $88 billion in state and federal taxes.  The
demand for outdoor recreation opportunities continues
to grow, while the supply shrinks.  Access to the “back-

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PLF NATIONAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 6.)

country” is critical to the public’s enjoyment of the
outdoors.  More trails need to be built.  The role of the
public lands in the West is changing, and the general
public now views their public lands as the “outdoors”.
They want to experience the natural ecosystems, and
they want the BLM to provide more trails and well-
managed trail systems so they can enjoy their public
lands.

     The PLF meeting concluded with presentations on
planning in the Forest Service and recreational shooting
on BLM lands.

     Glen Stein, Regional Planner for the Intermountain
Region of the Forest Service, based in Ogden, Utah,
explained that management of the national forests has
been a major factor in the economic and social
sustainability of many rural communities.  Many rural
residents want to preserve the past and traditional
lifestyles and practices, and the Forest Service needs
local sawmills and livestock grazing to help manage the
forest resources.  However, larger regional, national and
even global factors are now impacting the sustainability
of rural communities.  The Forest Service will likely
continue to provide opportunities for rural communities
in 2030 similar to the opportunities that are provided in
2005.  However, due to constraints beyond the Forest
Service’s control, traditional resource-based economic
endeavors and customs may decrease in 2030.  Thus,
sustainable communities will need to embrace more
diversified economic strategies to be able to survive
independent of forest management practices.  Federal
land managers and local and state governments can
tackle this problem by working together. He cited
examples of what is being done in the Dixie and Fishlake
National Forests here in Utah.

Glen Stein                              Tom Allen

(Continued on Page 8.)
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PLF MEETING
(Continued from Page 7.)

     Tom Allen, PLF Board member, gave a briefing on
the PLF’s Position Paper on “Recreational Shooting on
Public Lands” and the PLF’s intentions to get the needs
of recreational shooting included in BLM’s scoping
efforts on future Resource Management Plans.

REMEMBERING BLM

   Roland Robison and Stu Carlson entertained us with
stories about their experiences and careers with the
BLM.  Jim Lee could not attend due to illness, but
George Lea read Jim’s memories about “Life along the
5600 Corridor” in the Interior Building.  Their
presentations were video taped and are now stored in
the PLF Achives at Phoenix.

AWARDS BANQUET

At the Awards Banquet on Friday evening, the PLF
presented Lifetime Service Awards to Roland Robison
and (posthumously) to Joseph Dose (see Pages 11-13).

     The PLF Volunteer of the Year Award was given to
Dwight Hempel, who has taken on the duties of
Treasurer of the Public Lands Foundation.

Dwight Hempel

NEXT YEAR’S NATIONAL MEETING
Mark your calendars now and make plans to attend next
year’s annual meeting.  The 2009 National Meeting will
be held in Billings, Montana at the Hilton Inn Garden
Hotel during September 8—12.  The theme of the
meeting will be “The Implications of Climate Change
on the Public Lands”.  There will be panels, speakers,
and discussions on this important issue, along with the
customary barbeque, banquet and entertainment events.
Bring your spouses and enjoy seeing your old friends
and associates.  They will all be there, so don’t miss-
out.

PLF MOTTO CONTEST RESULTS

The PLF motto contest produced 55 entries.  The ones
that received the most votes from PLF members were

“Public Land Support and Advocacy”, “Supporting Good
Public Land Management”, “Preserve, Protect, Promote
Our Public Lands”, “Public Lands - Our Heritage”, and
“Keep Your Public Lands Public”.  There was also strong
support for keeping the current motto “...for America’s
Heritage”.  After discussion, the Board voted to keep
the current motto, at least for the present time, but may
revisit the issue if a land system name is given to the
BLM lands.

2008 COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN
CFC # 11786

The Public Lands Foundation is again a part of the
2008 Combined Federal Campaign.  Again this year we
have adopted an assumed name, called a “doing business
as (d.b.a)” name, of “Conservation and Protection of
Public Land.”  However, this year we have a new CFC
number.  It is 11786.  So look for us under this name at
our new CFC number.  We have adopted this new name
just for CFC efforts because our formal name of Public
Lands Foundation does not describe to an uninformed
person what it is that PLF does.  We believe this d.b.a.
will help do that.

     We are still affiliated with the Conservation and
Preservation Charities of America, a group of 30 national
organizations, all dedicated to conserving and preserving
the natural resources of our country.  We ask current
BLM employees to look for PLF in the CFC Catalogue,
CFC # 11786, when the 2008 campaign begins this fall.
The working children and grandchildren of PLF
members can also find us listed in both the United Fund
and CFC.

     PLF and BLM have a special relationship deserving
of your CFC contributions.  We want to send a special
thank you to those who have supported PLF by direct-
ing their CFC contribution to the Foundation each year.

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world.  In-
deed, it’s the only thing that ever has.
                                                         - Margaret Mead
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Public Lands Foundation Annual Meeting
Park City, Utah           September 12, 2008

Back Row (L to R):  Darwin Snell, Stu Carlson, Roland Robison, Pete Culp, Jim Ruch, Earl Hindley, Ken Harrison,
Bill LeBarron, Ralph Heft & John Kwiatkowski.
Second Row from Back (L to R):  Bill Noble, Del Vail, Janice Kwiatkowski, Judy Nelson, Joe Zimmer & Deanna
LeBarron.
First Row Standing (L to R):  Marguerite Noble, Judi Hempel, Butch Peugh, Glen Collins, Marion Collins, Carol Allen,
Tom Allen, & Felix Lapinski.
Sitting (L to R):  Larry Peterson, David McIlnay, Dwight Hempel, George Lea, Ed Spang & Beau McClure.

SUSTAINING EARTH’S ECOSYSTEM:
ITS NATURAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
By Ralph Heft, Member PLF Board of Directors,

Washington State Representative
April 7, 2008

The theme of this year’s annual meeting in Park City
is: “Sustaining the Ecological, Economic, and

Social Vitality of the Public Lands”.  It is a critical
time in our history to address this subject.  We humans
are taxing the earth’s ecosystem, which is our natural
life support system, at an accelerating rate. This
increasing use cannot be sustained long term.
Fortunately, if we act now, there is still time to bring
our consumption of natural resources into balance with
the ecosystem’s ability to supply them in perpetuity.

Before the industrial revolution, human activity on earth
was fairly well balanced within the earth’s ecosystem.
People lived in the wild-lands, and their technology and
their relative small numbers meant their use of natural
resources was sustainable.  Whenever human activities
were out of balance with the ecosystem’s ability to
support them, they were able to pick up and move on to
a new location, allowing the old location time to heal.
With the development of advanced technology and
modern medicine the human population exploded.
People are now concentrating in urban environments and
exploit the wild-land ecosystem for its natural resources
to support their lifestyle.  We have now run out of places
to move if we destroy the ecosystem that supports us.
Fortunately for us old duffers, we are still living in a

(Continued on Page 10.)
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SUSTAINING EARTH’S ECOSYSTEM:
ITS NATURAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM

(Continued from Page 9.)

time of plenty, but future generations are in for hard
times unless we learn to live within the earth’s ability
to sustain us.

     In Jared Diamond’s book Collapse: How Societies
Chose to Fail or Succeed, he describes the collapse of
several societies due to overuse of the ecosystem that
supported them.  Two of them were close to home: the
Anasazi in the southwestern United States and the
Mayan on the Yucatan Peninsula.  A combination of
factors, such as habitat destruction, loss of biodiversity,
and forest and soil depletion, caused these complex
societies to disintegrate.  When these societies collapsed,
people were able to relocate and eventually recover
because there were still ecological niches that supported
human life available elsewhere, and the overused land
could be rested until its ecological functions could re-
cover.  However, in the author’s example of the Easter
Island society in the Pacific Ocean, the outcome was
much bleaker.  At the beginning of Polynesian
colonization of the island it had abundant forest, fertile
soils for growing crops, and ocean fish populations that
provided all the food needed for a thriving society.
Because their basic necessities were so readily available,
they even had spare time to carve gigantic granite
boulders into humanoid head sculptures and transport
them several miles from the quarry to their religious
sites. As the society grew, it began to use up natural
resources.  The soils were depleted and the forests were
completely consumed to supply fire wood, housing, and
boats.  Without wood for boats, there was a drastically
diminished ability to fish for food, and they could not
escape the island.  The human population collapsed
because the island’s ecosystem would no longer support
it.  When European explorers discovered the island, only
a few people remained, and they were barely surviving.
The survivors’ first request was for wood to build boats
to escape the island.

     Human beings now occupy or use in some way almost
all of the earth’s habitable land.  There is no longer
anyplace to move if we use up our natural life-support
system.  Unless the earth’s ecosystem is managed so it
can continue to support human beings, there will be a
population collapse similar to Easter Island.  Since the
earth is an island in space, we have no where else to go.

     We have seen the mistakes of the past.  What do we
need to do to avoid repeating them in the future?

     Aldo Leopold observed in A Sand Country Almanac:
“... [A] land ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens
from conqueror of the land-community to plain member
and citizen of it. It implies respect for his fellow-
members, and also respect for the community as such.”
This land ethic provides us with the basis for enlightened
land stewardship.

     Recently, I found some words from an unexpected
source that come very close to my own feelings about
land stewardship.  The irony to me is that it came from
the National Association of Realtors, 10 Principles for
Smart Growth on the Suburban Fringe:  “Green
infrastructure is a network of habitat, parks, greenways,
conservation easements and working lands sustaining
native species, natural ecological processes, plus air and
water resources.  …green infrastructure is a community’s
natural life-support system and must be strategically
planned and managed as carefully as built
infrastructure.”

     Managing the earth’s ecosystem to insure Homo
sapiens and their fellow sojourners long-term survival
is analogous to managing an endowment to support a
family in perpetuity.  The ecosystem is the endowment
principle. Over-using water resources in the Southwestern
United States is an example of consuming the
ecosystem’s principle. We need to preserve the principle
so we can live off the earnings forever, which is not an
easy task.

     Traditionally, a society’s elders have provided the
long-term view for society.  PLF members are the elders
of the natural resource management society; and
therefore, their advice should promote a long term vision
of sustaining the earth’s natural life support system.  The
Public Land Foundation’s primary mission should be to
promote the conservation of the Public Land’s
ecosystems so they can sustain future generations while
providing use, enjoyment, and benefit for the current
generation. Our future depends on it.
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PLF SPRING MEMBERSHIP SURVEY

The Spring 2008 Membership Survey was sent to you
as an insert in the Spring 2008 Public Lands

Monitor.  The PLF Board of Directors wants to thank
all of you who completed and returned the survey.  Your
input was very helpful and greatly appreciated.  The
Board of Directors has reviewed your responses and will
be implementing a number of the suggestions made.

     Almost all of those responding were PLF members
and former BLM employees.  About three-quarters
expressed an interest in participating in PLF functions
in their state and local area.  Slightly less were interested
in participating in work parties (68%) or revisiting
projects with BLM (60%).  The Board encourages these
activities and will be doing more to make opportunities
such as these available to you at the state and local
levels.

     There was very strong agreement with 1) PLF’s focus
on advocating for good public land management with
Congress, the Administration and BLM, 2) providing
volunteer opportunities for on-the-ground management,
and 3) keeping members informed through newsletters.

     There were suggestions to increase outreach to BLM
employees before they retire and provide free one-year
memberships to those retiring (which is being done),
increase contacts and working relationships with BLM
personnel and offices, and organize additional local
chapters.  The Board solicits your help in making these
suggestions happen.

     Several suggestions were made to improve annual
meetings.  The Board agrees and is taking steps to
streamline the meeting schedule in an effort to encourage
more participation and reduce lodging costs.

    Eighty-five percent of those responding have
computers, but 82% rarely visit or have never visited
www.publicland.org.  Even more (93%) rarely visit or
have never visited www.MyFamily.com.  Many were
not even aware that these websites existed.  The Board
encourages your use of these sites.

    About three-quarters (73%) of those responding
preferred to receive The Public Lands Monitor by mail,
while one-quarter preferred e-mail.  The Public Lands
Monitor will continue to be sent to you by mail.

     As one can see from the results of this survey, many
responding were interested in participating in various
activities or projects at the local or BLM District level.
PLF needs more visibility at these local levels, and our
members, along with PLF’s State and Local Office
Representatives, need to become more involved with
BLM in working on public land issues.  This involvement
can include writing letters of support on issues, providing
input at BLM scoping meetings, or volunteering to help
with BLM monitoring or other work projects.  The PLF
has over 30 position papers, published on the PLF’s
www.publicland.org web site, covering most public land
issues to help guide our Board of Directors and our
general membership. Each State Representative on the
Board is expected to become actively involved in at
least two public lands issues during the year.  All
members are encouraged to help their state
representatives identify and become actively involved
in those issues.

     If you are interested in the complete survey results
and a brief analysis, please contact Beau McClure at
bcmcclure@cox.net.

LIFETIME SERVICE AWARDS

The Foundation provides this award annually to
deserving members who have perpetuated and

enhanced the proud tradition of public service.  The
following PLF members have demonstrated that
tradition through a lifetime of service in managing and
protecting the Public Lands.  The Public Lands
Foundation was proud and honored to present its
Lifetime Service Award at our National Meeting in Park
City, Utah to the following people.

Joseph C. Dose

     The Public Lands Foundation grants to Joseph C.
Dose, posthumously, its Lifetime Service Award.  The
Foundation provides this award to deserving members
who have perpetuated and enhanced the proud
tradition of public service.  Joseph C. Dose exemplifies
that tradition through a lifetime of service in managing
and protecting the public lands.

(Continued on Page 12.)
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     Joe Dose was born in Keokuk, Iowa in 1927.  He
served in the U. S. Army and later graduated from
Iowa State University in 1952 with a degree in Forestry.
He began his career with the U. S. Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) in 1952 as a forester, cruising
timber on O & C Revested Lands in the Coos Bay
District in western Oregon.   By 1956, he was the North
Unit Forester for the Coos Bay District.   He spent two
years on the Bureau’s Washington Office Forestry Staff
in the early 1960s, before returning to Oregon as the
Eugene District Manager in 1963.   In 1976, he
returned to Washington as the BLM’s Chief, Division
of Forestry, and served in that position until 1980,
when he transferred back to Oregon to be the District
Manager at Salem, where he retired in 1986.

     Joe Dose devoted his 34-year career to the forestry
program in the Bureau of Land Management.  Most of
that time he served in leadership positions in three of
the largest BLM O&C Forestry Districts and in the
BLM’s National Headquarters Office in Washington,
D. C.

     In the 1950’s and 60’s he helped salvage timber
from the catastrophic fires and blow-downs that
devastated forests in western Oregon.  As District
Manager and Chief Division of Forestry he helped
develop and implement the many reforestation, timber
sale, environmental protection, and forest management
policies and procedures that have been so important

LIFETIME SERVICE AWARDS
(Continued from Page 11.)

Judy Nelson accepting award from Ed Spang
on behalf of Joe Dose.

to the health and productivity of the O&C forests and
to the local economies in western Oregon.  He was an
effective and respected manager of natural resources
and people.

     He served on the Advisory Board of the North
American Forestry Commission, and represented the
United States at the World Forestry Conference and on
the U. S. - Japanese Forestry Panel.  He was active in
the Society of American Foresters; he was a Charter
Member, Life Time Member and State Representative
on the Board of Directors of the Public Lands
Foundation; and he was active in local church and
civic affairs and charities.

   The Public Lands Foundation is honored to recognize
Joseph C. Dose with this Lifetime Service Award.

Roland G. Robison

     The Public Lands Foundation grants to Roland G.
Robison its Lifetime Service Award.  The Foundation
provides this award annually to deserving members who
have perpetuated and enhanced the proud tradition of
public service.  Roland exemplifies that tradition
through a lifetime of service in managing and
protecting the Public Lands.

     In a 38-year career of state and federal service,
Roland has dealt with land and water resource
management issues, including the blossoming of
environmental consciousness  in the West.  Always a
gentleman, willing to listen to differing viewpoints, he
has what one observer describes as “dignified
patience.”  Part of his success has been due to a keen
personal knowledge and interest in the issues.

     Roland is a graduate of Brigham Young University
and the University of Utah Law School.  He served as
a State Assistant Attorney General and a Deputy
Attorney General and then as the Administrative
Assistant to then-Gov. George D. Clyde and also as an
Administrative Assistant to Rep. Laurence J. Burton,
R-Utah.   From there, he joined the ranks of the federal
government as Associate Solicitor, Energy and
Resources, DOI, with general responsibility for legal

(Continued on Page 13.)
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work for Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Land
Management, Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines.
Returned to Utah as Deputy Regional Director, DOI,
in Salt Lake City, eventually rising to Utah State
Director of BLM, where he served for six years before
becoming Deputy Director of BLM, in Washington,
D.C. He then became the Regional Director of Upper
Colorado Region, Bureau of Reclamation in
1989,retiring in 1993.

     During this long career, Roland saw the emergence
of environmental laws such as the Endangered Species
Act, the Clean Water Act, the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act.  He received many awards including
the Distinguished Executive Award, the Distinguished
Service Award, the Senior Executive Service Award
conferred by the U.S. President, the highest honor that
can be given to a federal employee.

     In Roland’s own words:  The six years I spent as
BLM State Director in Utah were the most satisfying
of my federal career, and I like to think that they were
somewhat rewarding and meaningful to my BLM
colleagues in Utah, whom I learned to admire and care
for greatly.  As to my accomplishments, I am not sure
that they were significant or noteworthy.  I have always
taken some small satisfaction in that there was always
an aura of good feeling, harmony, camaraderie, and
dedication to and appreciation for the government
service in these areas where I served.  To the extent
that I may have helped promote such an atmosphere I
take some small amount of pride.

LIFETIME SERVICE AWARDS
(Continued from Page 12.)

Roland Robison receiving award from George Lea.

     Richard’s Thompson’s lifetime service is an
outstanding example of how those with special skills,
moral character, dedication and vision brought BLM
successfully through complex and changing times.  He
began his BLM career in the dense O&C forestlands
of Roseburg Oregon in 1952 after receiving his Forestry
Degree from the University of California.  He had
already served in World War II within the confined
spaces of a submarine and still reveres those days of
honored service.

     His tenure in BLM encompasses a major transition
and adjustment period for BLM.  In the early 1950’s, a
relative few employees administered the principal
programs of grazing, mining, land and O & C timber.
Since then, a myriad of new laws, programs, processes
and requirements has given BLM an ever-increasing
intricacy in doing business.  The growing public
demand for the wealth of public land resources has
gradually created an entirely new world for BLM.
Richard Thompson was a leader that helped BLM grow
by responding to new challenges while yet enhancing
BLM’s image.

     Richard’s lifetime service trademark was
outstanding public service during the total breadth of
his tenure.  Awareness and vision were his special
trademark starting in O&C Forest lands, while District
Manager of Redding and Boise Districts, then as the
Associate State Director of Alaska and finally as
Director of the Denver Service Center.  These 55 years
later, Richard could walk through the O&C forests that
he managed way back then in the clear cut and burn
era and yet be proud of the result of his forest practices.
The multiple land use plans he developed in Roseburg
OR and subsequently at Redding CA and Boise ID are
models for succeeding administrators.

In discharging his management responsibilities, he
typically developed imaginative and alternative
approaches and strategies to the resolution of complex
and controversial issues. His recommendations and
decisions were always based on sound technical data
and presented in a clear, understandable way.  He was

Richard Thompson

(Continued on Page 14.)
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an early advocate of participative management and
skillfully engaged the public and other government
officials in the decision-making process.  His open
approach and obvious technical competence gave
confidence in the fairness of his decisions as well as
enhancing the BLM image.

     He is an extraordinary communicator and
motivator. This skill has led to his use as a spokesman
for the Bureau and trainer of young professional
employees, whom he gave outlook to be the best they
could be.  His performance over the years has earned
the respect and admiration of all who have had the
privilege of working with him.

     Richard left some special monuments along the way.
The 3000 acre Campbell Tract still buffers in its natural
condition the Anchorage Municipality and Chugach
State Park.  When transferred 30 years ago under State
Selection law, these lands might very well have been
utilized for housing development.   The public
coordination process Richard used to accomplish this
action of major public service was recognized as a
masterpiece.  Another example was his serving on the
California Management Study team, while District
Manager at Redding, that developed BLM’s basic tool
for programming and budgeting, a pioneer effort,
which still drives operations BLM-wide some 50 years
later.

     The Public Lands Foundation is honored to
recognize “Dick” with its Lifetime Service Award.
March 18, 2008.

LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP AWARDS

LIFETIME SERVICE AWARDS
(Continued from Page 13.)

The PLF Landscape Stewardship Awards honor the
work done by citizens to advance and sustain

community-based stewardship on landscapes that
include, in whole or in part, public lands administered
by BLM.   The 2008 awards are given to Jan Holder,
Director, Gila Watershed Partnership, who was
nominated by the BLM Safford Field Office in Arizona,
and the Framing Our Community organization which
was nominated by the BLM Cottonwood Field Office

in Idaho.  The awards will be presented to Jan Holder
and representatives of Framing Our Community in
ceremonies at Safford and Cottonwood.

     We received a total of 12 nominations for the 2008
award, all of which were deserving of recognition.
Accordingly, the PLF Board of Directors decided to give
each of the following nominations a Citation of
Appreciation for their invaluable contributions to the
stewardship of America’s public landscapes: Boies
Ranches, Inc of Elko, NV; Ray Iddings, Jr of Hollister,
CA; D.J. Palmer of Cedar City , UT; Rock Springs
Grazing Assoc. of Rock Springs, WY; Outdoor
Stewardship Institute of Colorado; Restore New
Mexico Partnership of Pecos, NM; Kirby Creek
Coordinated Resources Management Group of
Worland, WY; Camino Real de Tierra Adentro Trail
Association of New Mexico; Arizona Motorcycle
Racing Assoc. of Phoenix, AZ; and Friends of Saddle
Mountain of Arizona.  PLF is arranging award
ceremonies this fall to publicly recognize the
contributions of these groups and individuals.

ELECTION OF PLF OFFICERS
FOR 2009 BOARD

The nominations committee has established the
following slate of officers for 2009.  Enclosed is a

ballot for members to return with their selections by
December 20, 2008.  If you have not already done so,
please include your annual dues payment of $25.00 with
the return of your ballot.

President George Lea
Vice President Ed Spang
Secretary/Treasurer Dwight Hempel
Director (1 year) Mat Millenbach
Director (2 year) Tom Allen
Director (3 year Pete Culp
Director (4 year) Judy Nelson

State Representatives:
Alaska Jules Tileston

Don Meares
Arizona Glen Collins

Beau McClure

(Continued on Page 15.)
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ELECTION OF PLF OFFICERS
FOR 2009 BOARD

(Continued from Page 14.)

California Jim Ruch
John Fields

Colorado John Foster
Eric Janes

Idaho Deane Zeller
Gardner Ferry

Montana Bill Luscher
Dave Mari

Nevada Bob Steele
Ed Tilsey

New Mexico Curt Jones
Vacant*

Oregon Mel Chase
Don Smith

Utah Jens Jensen
Dick LeDosquet

Washington Van Manning
Ralph Heft

Wyoming Bill LeBarron
John Kwiatkowski

Mid-western States Doug Morrison
Vacant*

Eastern States Karl Kipping
Vacant*

* We have a few vacant Board positions.  If you would
like to help, please let us know.

IN MEMORIUM

The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you that
the following long-time BLM employees have passed
on:

Bonita “Bonnie” Willer—BLM Programmer and
Systems Analyst in the Alaska State Office on September
1, 2008, in Caldwell, Idaho.

Ward Brookwell—BLM Forester in the Medford,
Oregon, District Office on June 12, 2008, in Prineville,
Oregon.

Alvin L. Schmidt—BLM Appraiser and Forest
Technician at the Medford District Office  on September
10, 2008, in Medford, Oregon.

John Miller—BLM Electronics Technician in Alaska
on August 15, 2008, in Anchorage, Alaska.

Richard (Dick) Thompson—BLM O&C Forester in
Roseburg, Oregon, Alaska and Washington, D.C.;
District Manager at Redding, California and Boise,
Idaho; Director of Denver Service Center; and PLF
Lifetime Service Award recipient on August 6, 2008, in
Reno, Nevada.

Jack Watts—BLM Chief Ranger in the Phoenix Field
Office, Arizona on August 8, 2008, in Phoenix, Arizona.

Ted Albert—Mapping Sciences Branch Chief in the
Oregon State Office on August 13, 2008, in Clackamas,
Oregon.

David Bates—BLM Contract Administrator at Eugene
District Office on July 29, 2008, in Eugene, Oregon.

Marge Miller— BLM Secretary in the Washington
Office Personnel Division in August 2008 in Fort Valley,
Virginia.

Marcia Eileen Rohn—BLM Clerk/Typist in Anchorage
and Land Law Examiner and Branch Chief in the Eastern
States Office on June 19, 2008, in Mount Dora, Florida.

Clair Clark—BLM Soil Scientist in Great Falls and
Lewistown, Montana on September 9, 2004, in
Lewistown, Montana.

Alfred G. Larson—BLM Forester and Area Manager
in Salem, Prineville and Medford, Oregon on May 31,
2008, in Medford, Oregon.

Sherman F. Berg—BLM Forester and Resource Area
Manager at Anchorage, Alaska on March 20, 2008, in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Memorial contributions have been received from and in
memory of the following:

A contribution in memory of Alan Pierson, Gerald
Quinn, Clarke Noble, Jim Owings and Lynne Taylor
has been received from Marvin LeNoue.

A contribution in memory of Brad Kueger, Claude
Harmon, Bob Mayorga and Wayne Rogers has been
received from Mike Gardner

A contribution in memory of Dick Thompson and Vince
Hecker has been received from Neil Morck.
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For America’s Heritage

The Public Lands Foundation advocates and works for the retention of America’s Public Lands in public
hands, professionally and sustainably managed for responsible common use and enjoyment.

PLF 2009 ANNUAL MEETING
Billings, MT

We are returning to Billings for our
2009 annual meeting after holding

our meeting there ten years ago.  So get
ready now for it by marking your calendars
for the week of September 7, 2009.  Dave
Mari, PLF State Representative for MT, is
getting things lined up for a great gathering
of the PLF membership.  We are meeting at
the Hilton Garden Inn.  The theme of the
meeting will be the “impact of global
change on public land management”.  There
will be activities for all family members.
Billings is a wonderful place to be in the
fall.  Watch for more details in the forth-
coming issues of The Public Lands Moni-
tor.

MAJOR PUBLIC LANDS ISSUES

The Obama transition begins.  The
President-elect has chosen transition

advisors in the public lands arena with
strong connections with the Clinton
Administration.  Former Interior
Department Deputy Secretary, David J.
Hayes, is heading the Interior Department
transition team.  The Interior team also
includes former Interior Department
Solicitor, John Leshy.  It is not unheard of
for transition team members to become
agency heads; thus both Hayes and Leshy
are being mentioned as candidates for Sec-

retary of the Interior.  Other names being
circulated as a possible Secretary of the
Interior include former Alaska Gov. Tony
Knowles (D), and Sen. Ken Salazar (D-CO).

     Public lands program committee and
subcommittee leaders in the Congress are
expected to stay pretty much the same.  The
House Democratic Caucus chose Rep. Nick
Joe Rahall (D-WV) to continue as chairman
of the House Natural Resources Committee.
On the Republican side Rep. Don Young
(AK), ranking natural resources committee
member, will return.  On the House
subcommittee on National Parks, Forests
and Public Lands, chairman Raúl Grijalva
(D-NM) was reelected, as was ranking
minority member Rob Bishop (R-UT).  On
the House subcommittee on Interior
appropriations Norm Dicks (D-WA) is likely
to remain the chair.

     In the Senate Jeff Bingaman (D-NM) will
continue as chairman of the Senate Energy
Committee, and Sen. Barbara Boxer (D-CA)
is expected to continue to oversee
Endangered Species Act legislation as
chairman of the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee.  Sen. Ron Wyden
(D-OR) returns as chairman of the Senate
subcommittee on Public Lands and Forests.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) served as
chairman of the Senate subcommittee on
Interior appropriations in the last Congress

(Continued on Page 2.)
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and may do so again.  This is a good progress report, but
all of this may have changed by the time you receive
the newsletter.

The Public Lands Omnibus Bill to wait.  Faced with
increasing opposition, the Senate has postponed action
on an omnibus lands bill until next year.  The 150-bill
measure  (HR 5151) is to be given top priority when the
new Congress meets in January.  The bill was tripped-
up by increasing hostility from a wide range of interests,
beginning with western House Republicans and
extending to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, private
property rights advocates, and conservative think tanks.
Senate leader Reid said he quit on HR 5151 because
critics of the bill would insist on a reading of the bill
that could take more than 24 hours.

     The Congressional Budget Office places an $8 billion
price tag on the omnibus lands bill: $7.1 billion in
discretionary spending and over $915 million in
mandatory spending.  The critics most object to a
provision in HR 5151 (S 1139 as a stand-alone bill)
that would give Congressional certification to the 26
million-acre National Landscape Conservation System
(NLCS) managed by the BLM.  The House approved
its version of the NLCS bill (HR 2016) on April 9.  Sen.
Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) has asked to expand the NLCS
by adding 6 million acres from the California Desert
Conservation Area (CDCA) to it.  The NLCS already
includes 4 million acres of CDCA land, bringing the
system to 32 million acres.  Of concern is the fact that a
large part of the CDCA is being looked at as a giant
energy farm and transmission corridor superhighway.
While the main objection is the NLCS provision, the
bill does have considerable support, including  PLF,
which has supported congressional recognition of the
NLCS.

MAJOR PUBLIC LANDS ISSUES
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     In addition to the NLCS measure, HR 5151, as
amended from committee-passed bills, would do the
following:

* WYOMING RANGE:  The bill would
authorize non-federal interests to buy-out oil and gas
leases on 1.2 million acres of the Wyoming Range of
the Bridger-Teton National Forest.  Of interest here are
the differing estimates by BLM and the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) of the amount of oil and gas the range
contains.  BLM said that the area may contain 331
million barrels of oil, but the USGS estimated only 5
million barrels of oil.  Similarly, BLM estimated the
area may contain 8.8 trillion cubic feet of natural gas,
and USGS estimated 1.5 trillion cubic feet.

* OWYHEE LANDS (IDAHO): The omnibus
bill includes a bill that would designate 517,000 acres
of BLM-managed wilderness.  The PLF objected
recently to the bill because it is not clear on the public
lands involved.  We suggested that before designating
wilderness, sponsors should work with BLM to identify
precise boundaries.  The PLF also objected to a grazing
permit buy-out provision and questioned the need for
the establishment of a “political” body called the
Owyhee Science Review and Conservation Center.  As
we see it, the Center is designed to frustrate BLM’s
efforts to make required changes in grazing permits and
should be deleted from the legislation.

* WILDERNESS (nine other bills): The
omnibus bill includes several individual wilderness bills
that would protect up to 2 million acres, including Wild
Monongahela Wilderness (WV), Virginia Ridge and
Valley Wilderness (VA), Mt. Hood Wilderness (OR),
Copper Salmon Wilderness (OR), Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument (OR), Owyhee (ID), Sabinoso
Wilderness (NM), Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore
Wilderness (MI), Oregon Badlands Wilderness (OR),

(Continued on Page 3.)
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Spring Basin Wilderness (OR), Eastern Sierra and North-
ern San Gabriel Wilderness (CA), Riverside County
Wilderness (CA), Sequoia and Kings Canyon National
Parks Wilderness (CA), and Rocky Mountain National
Park Wilderness (CO).

     In addition, the bill includes individual bills that
would designate two new National Park System units;
authorize additions to nine existing National Park
System units; authorize, by our count, a dozen land
exchanges and conveyances; designate four national
trails; authorize studies of additions to four National
Historic Trails (all in the West: Oregon National Historic
Trail, Pony Express National Historic Trail, California
National Historic Trail, and The Mormon Pioneer
National Historic Trail) and three wild and scenic rivers,
including the Snake River Headwaters in Wyoming; and
designate a Snowy River Cave National Conservation
Area of about 3.5 miles of cave passages in Lincoln
County, NM.  The Senate leaders say this bill will be
one of the first items to be taken up when the new
Congress meets in January.

Oil shale regulations to go into effect, court willing.
BLM issued final commercial development oil shale
regulations November 18, in time for the rules to go
into effect before President-elect Barack Obama takes
over on January 20.  However, a federal court could
issue an injunction stopping the rules and directing BLM
to begin over.  In fact a coalition of six environmental
groups virtually promised a lawsuit the day before the
rules were published in the Federal Register.  The PLF
objected to proceeding with the development in our
comments on the Environmental Impact Statement,
based mainly on the fact that we do not see the
availability of perhaps a billion acre-feet of water needed
for the development.  Sen. Ken Salazar (D-CO) shares
our water concerns and questions where we are going to
get multiple coal-fired power plants to create the power
that makes the technology function, if it can be proven
technologically feasible.  The governor of Colorado
called the decision to proceed with the project “not only
premature, it’s hasty and I would even argue reckless.”
In January 2007 BLM issued five, 160-acre Research
and Development (R&D) leases in Colorado (Shell holds
three) and in May 2007 issued one R&D lease in Utah.

MAJOR PUBLIC LANDS ISSUES
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     The R&D leases constitute the first step in what could
be a major new energy industry in Colorado, Utah and
Wyoming.  The Green River Formation of Colorado
alone could produce an estimated 800 billion barrels of
oil, or 100 years worth of the nation’s annual
consumption of 8 billion barrels.  On its behalf BLM
said completion of the regulations (along with a
programmatic EIS and record of decision) doesn’t
automatically commit the bureau to approve any oil shale
development project.  The bureau said, “Before any oil
shale leases are issued, additional site-specific National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis would be
completed on the proposed development.  Once a lease
is issued, the lessee will also have to obtain all required
permits from state and local authorities, under their
respective permitting processes, before any operations
can begin.  Another round of NEPA analysis would be
conducted before any site-specific plans of development
are approved.”

     BLM chose a sliding scale for royalties that would
begin at 5 percent during the first five years of production
and then increase 1 percent each year after that until
reaching 12.5 percent.  The standard oil and gas royalty
is 12.5 percent.  The state would receive half.  The 160-
acre R&D leases entitle a lessee to a preference right
(but not a guarantee) to a commercial lease of 4,960
contiguous acres, subject to further environmental
analysis.  Regular commercial leases would be for 5,760
acres, and a company could hold up to 50,000 acres in
any one state.

All surplus wild horses and burros to be adopted.
As we have reported through the years, BLM’s wild horse
and burro program is facing an imminent crisis from an
over-population in its holding facilities and on the range.
The bureau doesn’t have enough money to expand
holding facilities, and it cannot return the animals to
the range.  If it euthanizes the animals or sells them
without limitations, animal rights groups and their
Congressional allies will object.  Meanwhile the
population increases 20 % each year. There is nothing
formal yet, but the wife of famed oilman T. Boone
Pickens says she is willing to adopt more than 30,000
excess wild horses and burros that BLM can no longer

(Continued on Page 4.)
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afford to store. Madeline Pickens has told BLM she
would like to establish a 1-million-acre range in the
West – perhaps with leased federal land – to store the
animals.  She reportedly is willing to spend between
$10 million and $50 million.  As part of the plan, (1)
the animals would be sterilized, (2) donors to her
operation would receive tax credits, and (3) she has plans
to invite the public to come see the animals.

     The PLF sees this as a great step in solving BLM’s
financial problems and a great forward step in provid-
ing good habitat for the animals.  BLM agrees.  At a
regularly scheduled November 17 public hearing of
BLM’s Wild Horse and Burro Advisory Board in Reno,
NV, Pickens expressed her interest in adopting all
30,000 excess animals and placing them on ranges in
the West.  Pickens reportedly envisions the wild horse
ranch as a tourist destination.  For more information on
this topic, see our position paper at our web site
www.publiclands.org. Our paper was written in 1999,
and we find that our recommendations then are still vi-
able today!

     The Government Accountability Office (GAO), in a
recent report, agrees there is overpopulation in holding
facilities.  The report states, “Funding is not likely to
increase and limited funding is forcing BLM to make
the difficult choice among managing the animals on the
range to prevent over-grazing, destroying excess
unadoptable animals, or selling them without
limitation”.  BLM projects that the number of wild
horses on the range would reach about 50,000 or about
80% over the carrying capacity of the range for horses
by 2012.  GAO said BLM must also resolve a legal
conundrum.  Congress in 2004 directed the bureau to
dispose of excess animals “without limitation”, and
BLM has not complied.  BLM has not chosen to destroy
or sell animals without limitation because of concerns
about public and congressional reaction to large-scale
slaughter of thousands of healthy animals.  The GAO
report praised BLM for making progress toward meeting
an appropriate management level (AML) of wild horses
and burros on the public range of 27,200.  But to do
that, BLM has had to put 74,000 animals in holding
facilities since 2001, far more than it can put out for
adoption or euthanize under strict limits.  The number

MAJOR PUBLIC LANDS ISSUES
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of animals in storage has climbed from 9,807 in 2001 to
30,088 as of June 30.  In fiscal 2008 holding costs
exceeded $27 million, or three-quarters of the annual
program appropriation.  The BLM has as many horses in
storage as it has on the public land.  Meanwhile, the
State of Nevada plans to initiate litigation against BLM
for not attaining the AML.

     New Development:  PLF member Ben Collins of
Buhl, Idaho, who many of our members know, after being
retired for 15 years has stepped forward to volunteer to
be the PLF’s WH&B Collaborator.  Ben spent his 30-
year career with BLM at stations in Nevada, California,
Washington Office and as the District Manager at Las
Vegas.  Ben will help PLF keep up with moving events
in the program and put PLF in a position to help BLM’s
problems of excess horses.  We know that many of our
members have extensive working knowledge of the
WH&B program, and we encourage them to
communicate their ideas with Ben at his email,
benivac@gmail.com.  Thanks, Ben.

Proposed Endangered Species Act (ESA) regulations
to reduce Section 7 consultation.  FWS and the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) proposed the rule
change August 15.  On October 27 they published the
draft environmental assessment (EA) and allowed a quick
10-day comment period.  FWS and NMFS said the
proposed rule change to Section 7 of the ESA is merely
procedural and will have little impact in and of itself.
“(T)he proposed action is not expected to result in
significant effects within the meaning of (the National
Environmental Policy Act) and the (Council on
Environmental Quality) regulations,” the agencies said
in the EA that supports the proposed rule.  Under existing
regulations federal land managers must consult with FWS
and NMFS if actions would have “effects” on threatened
and endangered species.  The proposed rule would
redefine “effects” and loosen the consultation
requirements.  Agencies could decide on their own not
to consult.  The PLF supports the proposed changes, as
does BLM.  At the time the FWS established the
consultation requirements in 1986, very few federal
agencies had any in-depth expertise with Section 7
consultation and listed species, but that is not the case

(Continued on Page 5.)
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today.  BLM has many biologists on the rolls today and
is more than able to handle the analysis of impacts on
most of the BLM projects.  We believe that the existing
regulations create unnecessary conflicts and delays.  The
proposed regulations will continue to protect species
while focusing the consultation process on those BLM
actions where potential impacts can be linked to the
action and the risks are reasonably certain to occur.  The
current procedures require consultation in situations
where the potential effects to a species are either
unlikely, incapable of being meaningfully evaluated,
wholly beneficial, or pose only a remote risk of causing
jeopardy to the species or its habitat.

Ninth Circuit reverses itself on Forest Service (FS)
use of science.  Normally the scourge of the FS and the
BLM, the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals changed
its colors July 2 and gave the agencies a sweeping
victory.  In the case at hand the FS approved a Mission
Brush Area project on 31,350 acres in and around the
Bonners Ferry Ranger District of the Idaho Panhandle
National Forest.  The project included 3,829 acres of
selective logging of 23.5 million board feet of timber.
The FS proposed the project to change the composition
of the area to make it more sustainable over time.

     Eleven judges en banc agreed the courts must give
the FS great deference in meeting scientific standards
required by the National Forest Management Act of
1976 (NFMA.)  In the decision, the Ninth Circuit
explicitly overruled several previous decisions it had
handed down, faulting scientific reviews of particular
projects.  “Thus, as non-scientists, we decline to impose
bright-line rules on the FS regarding particular means
that it must take in every case to show us that it has met
the NFMA’s requirement,” said the Court.  “Rather, we
hold that the FS must support its conclusions that a
project meets the requirements of the NFMA and
relevant Forest Plan with studies that the agency, in its
expertise, deems reliable.”  The Ninth Circuit did not
say lower courts could not review scientific holdings of
the FS.  But it said, “We will conclude that the FS acts
arbitrarily and capriciously only when the record plainly
demonstrates that the FS made a clear error in judgment

MAJOR PUBLIC LANDS ISSUES
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in concluding that a project meets the requirements of
the NFMA and relevant Forest Plan.”

     The environmental groups appealed on the grounds
that the FS didn’t prove the reliability of its science and
did not explain its strategy of maintaining species
viability.  The U.S. District Court in Idaho denied the
environmentalists’ request for an injunction, but a three-
judge panel of the Ninth Circuit agreed with the
environmentalists.  The Ninth Circuit en banc then
reversed the three-judge panel and effectively approved
the FS project.  In so doing the Ninth Circuit repudiated
its own prior decision in another case called Ecology
Center, Inc. V. Austin, 430F.3d 1057 (2005).  In Ecology
Center the Court had held the FS must always
“demonstrate the reliability of its scientific
methodology.”  That case involved a Lolo National
Forest (Idaho) post-burn project.

     The American Forest & Paper Association said the
decision gives agency scientists wide latitude. The
decision validates that the law allows FS professionals
to make management decisions by assessing habitat
according to objective science rather than conducting
exhaustive wildlife surveys.  It also makes it clear that
the National Environmental Policy Act does not require
consideration of every scientific uncertainty.

     PLF Board of Directors member Van Manning gave
us the following analysis of this hugely important court
decision.

1.  The Lands Counsel in a District Court moved for a
preliminary injunction to stop Forest Service projects
because the agency failed to comply with the National
Forest Management Act, NEPA, and the Administrative
Procedures Act.  The District Judge denied the
injunction.  A 3-member panel for the 9th Circuit Court
of Appeals reversed the District Court’s decision.  (This
has happened numerous times with the 9th Circuit,
preventing BLM and the FS from implementing
projects.)  The 9th Circuit as a whole body of 11 judges
vacated the 3-member panel decision and affirmed the
District Court.

(Continued on Page 6.)
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BLM makes another change in the Northwest Forest
Plan.  BLM has completed a huge land use plan for
western Oregon, O&C lands (say Northern Spotted Owl
Recovery Plan) which is now out for public review and
comment.  The new plan would increase the timber sales
from 211 million board feet per year (mmbf) to 502
mmbf, which is almost four times more than recent
average actual timber sales of 135 mmbf, which is again

MAJOR PUBLIC LANDS ISSUES
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2.  The 9th Circuit Court took on this case to clarify
some of its environmental jurisprudence with respect to
actions associated with the Forest Service.  (The review
and results also apply to BLM activities.)

3.  The Court admitted to errors in previously taking on
the role of scientists that routinely instructed the FS on
how to validate hypotheses, choosing among scientific
studies in determining whether the FS complied with
their land use plan, and ordering the FS to explain every
possible scientific uncertainty.  The full Court concluded
that this kind of review was not appropriate for an
appeals court and needed to be corrected.

4.  The Court admitted to routinely creating requirements
not found in any statute or regulation. The judges
acknowledged that the court was not free to impose on
an agency their own notion of which procedures are best
or most likely to further some vague, undefined public
good.  The Court also cannot impose procedure
requirements not explicitly enumerated in the pertinent
statutes.

5.  The Court admitted to defying well-established law
concerning the deference the Court owes to agencies
and their methodological choices.

6.  The opinion also stated that the Court would conclude
that an agency acted arbitrarily and capriciously only
when the record plainly demonstrates that the agency
made a clear error in judgment in concluding that a
project meets the requirements of a land use statute and
relevant land use plan.  This opinion should go a long
way in helping BLM and the FS win some law suits and
allow the agencies to actually implement projects for a
change.

2008 COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN
CFC # 11786

Attention BLM Employees

half of the 1.2 billion board feet that the O&C lands
can sustain.  The new plan is in response to a lawsuit
brought by the American Forest Resource Council.  It
would replace the BLM portion of the 1994 Clinton area
Northwest Forest Plan.  BLM’s record of decision would
affect 18 counties in the state.  Hopefully the recent 9th

Circuit Court of Appeals decision (see above item) will
come to play, and BLM’s biological assessments will
not be successfully challenged in court.

The Public Lands Foundation is again a part of
the Combined Federal Campaign.  Again this year

we have adopted an assumed name, called a “doing
business as (d.b.a)” name, of “Conservation and Pro-
tection of Public Land.”  However, this year we have a
new CFC number.  It is 11786.  So look for us under
this name at our new CFC number.  We have adopted
this new name just for CFC efforts because our formal
name of Public Lands Foundation does not describe to
an uninformed person what it is that PLF does.  We
believe this d.b.a. will help do that.

     If you are a BLM employee and enjoy reading our
newsletter four times a year, we ask you to look for
PLF in the CFC Catalogue, CFC #11786, during the
2008 and the 2009 campaigns.  The working children
and grandchildren of PLF members can also find us
listed in both the United Fund and CFC.

     PLF and BLM have a special relationship deserv-
ing of your CFC contributions.  We are doing our best
to support sound public land management carried out
by professional employees.  Our goal is to disseminate
factual information about public land issues in a non-
political manner. The public also needs to better under-
stand the role that professional land and resource man-
agers play in the management of the land.  PLF strives
to satisfy these needs.  We would appreciate receiving
your CFC contributions in 2009.
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OUR POSITIONS AND WHAT WE STAND FOR!

Current and Critical Issues Involving BLM Lands

• Public Lands administered by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) are a national asset, part of our
heritage, and the open space and outdoor enjoyment
areas for the urban populations in the West.  They
should be given a distinctive name, such as “National
Public Lands,” and placed into a National Public
Lands System, similar to the National Forest, Na-
tional Park and National Wildlife Refuge Systems.
This will help keep these Public Lands in public
hands for multiple use and sustained yield manage-
ment, as defined by the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act, and for enjoyment of their natu-
ral, cultural and outdoor recreation resources by the
American people.

• BLM lands should not be viewed as a source of fund-
ing for local projects, programs or purposes.  PLF
opposes special land disposal legislation that trans-
fers large blocks of public land out of federal owner-
ship and gives special privileges to local interests
without regard to the requirements of existing stat-
utes like the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act and the National Environmental Policy Act.

• Congress needs to modernize the Mining Law of
1872.  Changes should include eliminating some of
the exclusive ownership and use rights that are
granted to mining claimants, substituting some
mechanism other than patenting to provide appro-
priate tenure for mine development, providing for a
fair return of royalties to the public, and requiring
reclamation of the land to the extent possible so that
other uses may be made of the land after mining is
finished.

• PLF believes that the wise management of habitat,
ecosystems, and bioregions will achieve the purposes
of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) much more
so than the present focus on saving individual spe-
cies or sub-populations of species.  The ESA must
be amended, and federal regulations for implemen-
tation of the Act modified so that the federal public
land agencies can effectively manage Public Lands
and resources.

• Wild horses and burros are a high profile national
treasure.  Protection of wild horses and burros is a
sensitive political issue.  Adequate funds and staff
should be provided to BLM for managing existing
wild horse and burro herds using such methods as se-
lective gathers to enhance adoptability and fertility
controls to keep herd numbers at appropriate levels
on the Public Lands.

• BLM’s role in implementing the Energy Policy Act
of 2005 is to expedite the processing of oil and gas
authorizations on federal Public Lands and to help
establish a network of energy transportation and trans-
mission corridors across public and private lands.  The
Act placed a huge additional workload on the BLM
to process applications; issue, inspect and enforce
permits; designate corridors; and address environmen-
tal concerns.  BLM needs additional funding and staff
so it can carry out its mandates under the Act and its
responsibilities to protect the environment and miti-
gate impacts in an effective, efficient, and timely
manner.

• Off Highway Vehicle (OHV) use must be managed in
a manner consistent with the capacity of the land to
sustain the use, and with due consideration for the
impact of OHV use on the land, the resources, and
other land users.  PLF endorses BLM’s National
Management Strategy for Motorized Off-Highway
Vehicle Use of Public Lands that was issued January
19, 2001.

• Wildland fires have become a major problem, par-
ticularly in the urbanizing West.  A National Fire Plan
has been developed to help BLM and other federal,
state and local agencies and entities protect lives and
property.  Human life, fire fighter safety, homes and
critical national resources are the priorities.  Congress
must provide funding for this critical program.

• BLM leadership, including the BLM National
Director’s position, is best served by career profes-
sionals with demonstrated natural resource manage-
ment experience and organizational management
skills.                                      (Continued on Page 8.)
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OUR POSITIONS AND WHAT WE STAND FOR!

Continuing Issues Involving BLM Lands and the Department of the Interior

• PLF supports Congressional certification of BLM’s
National Landscape Conservation System and rec-
ommends that such certification include a reference
to the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976.

• PLF believes science is important for supporting land
management decisions and helping to outline their
consequences.  The use of best available science is
critical when developing public land policy.

• Domestic livestock grazing is one of the traditional
uses of Public Lands administered by BLM and
should continue to be authorized subject to grazing
management practices that maintain or enhance the
sustainability of the soil, water, wildlife, and vegeta-
tion on the lands, and where the use is compatible
with other resources.

• Riparian and wetland areas are essential to the health
of rangeland and forest ecosystems.  PLF supports
BLM programs that monitor management practices
and uses in individual watersheds, that work with
other public and private interests to restore and main-
tain healthy riparian and wetland areas, and that pre-
vent uses and practices on Public Lands that degrade
the long term quality and condition of riparian and
wetland areas.

• PLF supports the major collaborative effort that is
underway to protect and restore sage grouse habitats
and rebuild grouse populations; and so long as it con-
tinues and proves successful on the ground, PLF rec-
ommends that sage grouse not be listed either as
threatened or endangered.

• PLF believes that the basic statutes that provide for
the sustained yield management of the public land
forests in western Oregon are sound.  However,
changes are needed in timber harvest methods to help
maintain forest ecosystems and protect wildlife and
other resources, while continuing to sustain local
economies dependent upon forest  resources.

• PLF supports the Healthy Forest Initiative and Healthy
Forest Rehabilitation Act (HFRA).  PLF also asks Con-
gress to give serious consideration to expanding the
principles in HFRA to public land areas outside the
Wildland Urban Interface (WUI), which are also suf-
fering from deteriorating ecological health.

• PLF supports charging fees for public use of recre-
ation facilities on BLM lands.  Fees should be col-
lected only for the use of recreation facilities provided
by BLM, and the recreation use fees should be re-
turned to BLM for use in maintenance of the recre-
ation facilities.  Fees should not be charged for casual
use of BLM-administered lands.

• Recreational shooting is a legitimate use of BLM Pub-
lic Lands.  Recreational shooting on Public Lands
should be restricted or prohibited by land manage-
ment decisions only in areas where dangers to public
safety exist or where restrictions or prohibitions on
recreational shooting are needed to prevent damage
to valuable resources.

• PLF recommends re-injecting Coalbed Methane
(CBM) water back into the coal beds.  The quality of
existing rivers and streams must be maintained at the
pre-CBM development conditions and not allowed to
deteriorate.

• The impacts on BLM lands caused by smuggling of
controlled substances and people into the United States
from Mexico are so severe that immediate action by
the Administration and Congress is required, includ-
ing enactment of a new, comprehensive immigration
policy and allocation of sufficient resources to miti-
gate damages.

“Never doubt  that a small group of thought-
ful, committed citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever  has.”
                                        —Margaret Mead
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SMALL TRACTS

Alaska River Warms - Most of the salmon caught
these days in Alaska’s Yukon River are not fit for

human consumption as they are infected with ich, or
white spot disease, and scientists said the ich is linked
to warmer water in the river caused by climate change.

New Signs Removed In Kane County, UT - The County
has removed 39 signs from the Grand Staircase-
Escalante National Monument per an order from the
U.S. District Court for Utah.  The BLM Monument
Manager was advised by the County Commission that
the County will immediately cease construction,
maintenance and repair activities on all roads across
federally-managed lands except where it secures
authorization and jurisdiction under the law.  So the
squabbling continues.

BLM Pulls Land Near Parks From Oil and Gas Lease
Sale - Following a national controversy, BLM has agreed
to remove from a December 19 oil and gas sale, 24
parcels totaling 37,119 acres near national parks at the
request of the Park Service to allow for more review
and analysis.  The NPS had concerns about 93 parcels.
The remaining parcels covering more than 93,000 acres
will be deferred pending further BLM analysis.

Alarm Over Water Supply - Water taken from a gas
well in Sublette County, WY contained benzene in
concentration 15,000 times the level safe for people.
Sublette County has the nation’s largest natural gas
fields, and many of its 6,000 wells have undergone a
process called hydraulic fracturing, which shoots vast
amounts of water, sand and chemicals several miles
underground to break apart rock and release the gas.
The fracturing is thought to cause the contamination.
In September BLM approved plans for 4,400 new wells
in Sublette County.

A Hard-Nosed Approach To Miners Planned Next
Year - House Natural Resources Committee Chairman
Nick Rahall has laid out an agenda for the next Congress
that would be hostile to the oil and gas and hard rock
mining industries.  He plans to write legislation that
would tackle oil and gas royalty payments and rewrite
the 1872 Mining Law again, as he has for several
sessions of Congress.

Stimulus Package May Provide Funds For BLM Lands
- The details won’t be worked out for a few weeks, but
there is a reasonable chance an economic stimulus bill
Congress intends to write this month will include
significant public lands money.  Of the proposed $700
billion stimulus program the new administration is
considering, Interior’s portion could include $147
million for BLM, with perhaps $15 million for trails.

Feds Outline Energy Corridors For Rights-of-ways -
Five federal departments have issued a final EIS that
describes broad corridors in 11 western states that are
designed to facilitate the approval of energy (electricity,
oil, natural gas and hydrogen) rights-of-ways (ROW).
The Department of Energy and BLM took the lead in
preparing the EIS which covers 6,000 miles of ROWs.
The EIS does not make decisions on specific ROWs, for
which it would be up to the individual agency to prepare
the environmental review.  For each application for a
ROW, federal agencies would establish a “one-stop shop”
with one federal agency responsible for the review.
Seventy-one percent of the corridor miles would follow
existing utility and transportation ROWs. Nevada would
host the most corridor miles followed by California and
Arizona.

Right-of-Way Rental Fees Are Changed - BLM has
announced the final revised rental fees for rights-of-ways
granted under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 and
FLPMA of 1976.  Since 1987 when rental fees were
last updated, there have been substantial changes in
public land values.  The new rental schedule is based on
current land values and will adjust these values, whether
up or down, every five years.  The Forest Service will
also adopt the revised schedule, which will be phased in
by reducing the 2009 per-acre rent by 25%.  There are
currently more than 96,000 rights-of-way grants on BLM
lands, of which about half are subject to rent, generating
more than $20 million in revenue in FY 2007.  The
revenue is shared by the states.  The five states generating
the most right-of-way rental receipts are Nevada,
Wyoming, California, New Mexico and Arizona.

There is no such thing in anyone’s life as an
unimportant day.              —Alexander Wollcott
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PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION POSITION STATEMENT
ON PUBLIC ENJOYMENT OF THE BLM PUBLIC LANDS

November 17, 2008

From time to time PLF issues policy papers on current
important public land issues.  The following is a

summary of our most recent policy paper on the
importance of recreational resources found on BLM
lands.  The full text of all policy papers can be seen at
our web site at www.publicland.org.  These policy papers
help guide the Foundation, its members, and Board of
Directors to present a professional and uniform
explanation of the issues to the public.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

     The general public in the urban areas of the rapidly
growing West view the federal Bureau of Land
Management (BLM)-administered lands as their open
space and outdoor enjoyment areas.  Over 57 million
people now live within 25 miles of public lands.
Managing outdoor recreation activities is a major
mission of the BLM.  The recreating public is potentially
a strong advocate for the BLM lands.

     The public lands managed by the BLM have many
times been viewed as a storehouse of natural and cultural
resources which need to be protected from overuse by
the public.  Land use planning has often focused on the
impacts of public recreation uses, rather than promoting
public use and enjoyment as a value derived from the
land.  BLM now has a new “public” who wants to enjoy
their public lands.  There are opportunities for BLM to
build partnerships with the broad spectrum of public
land users who want their public lands kept in public
ownership and managed for the types and levels of uses
that will sustain the recreation attractions they want to
enjoy.  BLM, in its planning and managing actions,
should emphasize managing public lands for sustainable
public values, which include enjoyment of recreational
activities, within the land’s capability to maintain its
natural life support functions.

     Placing the BLM public lands into a National Public
Lands System with distinctive names and boundaries
given to the major blocks of public land would make it
easier for the public to find, use, and enjoy their public
lands; it would strengthen the BLM’s ability to manage
the lands and the land uses; and it would help ensure
the permanence of this national outdoor recreation asset.

PLF CONCLUSIONS

     The BLM lands have become the open space and
outdoor enjoyment areas for the general public living in
the urban areas of the rapidly growing West.  Outdoor
recreation is a major mission of the BLM.

     Much of the general public in the West now values
the BLM lands in terms of the outdoor recreation
experiences these lands provide for public enjoyment.
The recreating public wants these BLM lands kept in
public ownership and managed in ways that will sustain
the recreation attractions which they want to enjoy.

     The recreating public is potentially the biggest
supporter of and advocate for the BLM and the BLM
lands.  BLM should capitalize on this support base,
recognizing that the recreating public can be among the
biggest advocates for keeping public lands in public
hands.

     The BLM public lands need to be available for public
enjoyment and protected from the unsustainable impacts
of public recreational activities.  BLM’s recreation
program emphasis on the public lands in California,
Arizona and Utah needs to be expanded throughout the
West.

     The general public knows that they have National
Forests, National Parks, and National Wildlife Refuges
that serve specific resource management purposes that
are defined by their names.  The National Monuments,
National Conservation Areas, Wilderness Areas and other
units in the BLM’s National Landscape Conservation
System (NLCS) are becoming known.  The other 220
million acres of BLM “multiple use” lands that are
enjoyed by the recreating public remain anonymous and
largely invisible to the public.

     Placing the BLM lands into a “National” system and
giving distinctive names to the blocks of BLM lands
would be a major step toward preserving and protecting
this national public recreation asset.   It is time to do it,
and the general public would welcome it!

(Continued on Page 11.)
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PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION POSITION
STATEMENT ON PUBLIC ENJOYMENT OF

THE BLM PUBLIC LANDS
(Continued from Page 10.)

PLF POSITION

1.  The BLM lands are open space and outdoor
enjoyment areas for the urban populations in the West.

2. The BLM’s Resource Management Planning (RMP)
process needs to place greater emphasis on describing
the public enjoyment characteristics and outdoor
recreation opportunities of the public lands and
landscapes covered by the RMPs.

3.  Planned recreational uses must fit within the land’s
capacity to sustain them and other uses and to provide
ecosystem services in perpetuity.

4. The BLM should change the way the agency presents
the resource management proposals of the RMPs to the
general public.  The BLM does not need to change the
RMP process of describing the needs of the individual
natural/cultural/historic resources.  The agency just
needs to do a better job of describing the outdoor
recreation experiences, which these resources and
landscapes provide for public enjoyment, and the
management actions that are needed to sustain the
recreation attractions that are provided by the natural
and cultural resources of the BLM lands.

5.  Every District and Field Office of the BLM should
have a proactive recreation program for the lands within
its jurisdiction.  There should be brochures and maps
available, and on-line, which provide a clear picture of
the outdoor enjoyment opportunities that are available,
where they are located, how the public can access them,
and how they should be used.

6. The major blocks of BLM public lands should be
given distinctive names to enhance their public identity,
make it easier for the public to find and use the lands,
and strengthen the BLM’s ability to manage public
outdoor enjoyment uses.

7. The BLM public lands should be placed into a
National Public Lands System to help ensure the
permanence of this national outdoor recreation asset.

PLF OFFICERS FOR 2009 BOARD

Congratulations to our new Board of Directors
members.  As a result of the heavy membership

voting, the 2009 Board of Directors is as follows:

President George Lea
Director of Operations Beau McClure

(appointed)
Vice President Ed Spang
Secretary/Treasurer Dwight Hempel
Director (1 year) Mat Millenbach
Director (2 year) Tom Allen
Director (3 year Pete Culp
Director (4 year) Judy Nelson

State Representatives:
Alaska Jules Tileston

Don Meares
Arizona Glen Collins

Beau McClure
California Jim Ruch

John Fields
Colorado John Foster

Eric Janes
Idaho Deane Zeller

Vacant*
Montana Bill Luscher

Dave Mari
Nevada Bob Steele

Ed Tilsey
New Mexico Curt Jones

Vacant*
Oregon Mel Chase

Vacant*
Utah Jens Jensen

Dick LeDosquet
Washington Van Manning

Ralph Heft
Wyoming Bill LeBarron

John Kwiatkowski
Mid-western States Doug Morrison

Vacant*
Eastern States Karl Kipping

Vacant*
* We have a few vacant Board positions.  If you would
like to help, please let us know.
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PLF Board of Directors Meeting, Park City, Utah, September 9, 2008
L to R: front row: Tom Allen, Ed Spang, Pete Culp, Judy Nelson, Glen Collins, George Lea, Dwight
Hempel; back row: Beau McClure, Jim Ruch, Ralph Heft, Mat Millenbach, John Kwiatkowski, Jens
Jensen, Bill LaBarron.

2008 NPLD GRANT REPORT

Each year the National Environmental Education
Foundation (NEEF) and the Bureau of Land

Management (BLM) contribute $2,500 each to the
Public Lands Foundation (PLF) for distribution in small
grants to BLM National Public Lands Day (NPLD)
projects.  These funds can be used for supplies, materials
and services that BLM often finds difficult to obtain
through normal government procurement processes, such
as meals, snacks, soft drinks, gloves and entertainment
for volunteers.

      Out of more than 110 approved BLM NPLD
projects, PLF received 23 requests for small grants in
2008.  This was an increase of 35 percent over the 17
requests received in 2007 and a 77 percent increase
over the 13 requests received in 2006.  Such increases
could be the result of a greater awareness of the grant
program, the expanding NPLD program or greater BLM
budget constraints.  In any case, we are pleased with
the increasing interest and appreciation expressed by
BLM site coordinators each year.

     PLF discussed the NPLD program and this grant
program at its annual Board of Directors meeting in Park
City, Utah, in September and encouraged all of its State
Representatives to inform local BLM offices of grant
opportunities and to participate in NPLD projects along
with other PLF members.

      As a general rule, PLF limits the grant for each
project to $400 so that the money can be distributed to
as many projects as possible.  In 2008, two requests were
made and approved for more than this amount.  Over
the past several years, NPLD projects were occasionally
cancelled or the funds not needed after the grant was
allocated, resulting in carry-over funds in our account,
which made this possible. 

     This year, a total of $8,870 was requested for the 23
approved projects.  Of this, a total of $6,748 was
distributed.  Three grants for various reasons did not use
any of the grant money requested.  Following is a brief
description of items purchased with grant funds:
beverages, food, snacks, cups, cutlery, plates, napkins,
ice, and sunscreen for volunteers; live musical
entertainment for volunteers; craft supplies for kids;
rental of tents, tables, entertainment equipment and a
cotton candy machine; propane, trash bags, work gloves,
“reachers” for picking up trash, fire line combination
tools, rakes, shovels, saws and other tools and project
supplies; two honey locust trees; reprints of a trail map
and brochure; and signs for Nordic and snowmobile trails.

     Projects were distributed by state as follows:  Alaska-
1; Arizona-4; California-5; Colorado-4; Eastern States-
1 (Milwaukee); Idaho-1; Nevada-2; New Mexico-2;
North Dakota-1; Utah-1, and Wyoming-1.

Prepared by Beau McClure, Director of Operations, PLF
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LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP AWARD

In 2008 PLF initiated the Landscape Stewardship
Award as a way to recognize the help BLM receives

from private citizens and/or private groups in its
management of the public lands.  These concerned
citizens make important contributions and are vital links
between BLM and the communities.  They serve as
examples of citizen-centered stewardship.  We received
12 nominations for our 2008 Landscape Stewardship
Award providing PLF the opportunity to recognize and
thank these citizens’ contributions.  All groups were
granted a Citation of Appreciation and formally
recognized in special award ceremonies held at the local
BLM offices.

     The following is a summary of the accomplishments
of one of the award winners, Framing Our Community.
On October 22, Public Lands Foundation Vice
President, Ed Spang, presented the 2008 Landscape
Stewardship group award to Framing Our Community
(FOC), a non-profit organization from Elk City, Idaho.
The PLF recognized FOC for its numerous contributions
toward developing federal and non-federal partnerships,
as well as developing and implementing on-the-ground

training and techniques involving forest restoration, fuels
reduction and defensible space programs.  A certificate
presented to FOC cited its accomplishments: “FOC has
helped with forest and watershed restoration in
partnership with the BLM Cottonwood Field Office,
including accomplishments in BLM’s fuels, forestry,
riparian and fisheries programs.  It supported local
industry and provided educational outreach through the
local school.  Through its defensible space treatments
on private property, it saved many homes during the Poe
Cabin Fire in 2007.”

     An engraved plaque was presented by Ed Spang to
FOC Executive Director Joyce Dearstyne, who was
honored to receive the award for the group.  She
expressed appreciation for the many people and
organizations that have been involved in developing and
continuing the partnership efforts.  Attendees included
FOC Board members and representatives from the Idaho
Department of Lands, Clearwater Economic
Development Association, Idaho Department of
Commerce, Idaho County and the BLM.

(Continued on Page 14.)

On October 22, 2008, the Public Lands Foundation presented the 2008 Landscape
Stewardship Award to Joyce Dearstyne, Executive Director of Framing Our
Community during awards ceremony in Grangeville, ID.  Pictured left to right: Ed
Spang (Vice-President of the Public Lands Foundation), Stephanie Connolly (BLM
Cottonwood Field Manager), Dave Summers (Idaho Department of Lands), Joyce
Dearstyne, Executive Director of Framing Our Community, Jim Rehder (Idaho
County Commission), Gil Bates (Ida-Lew Economic Development Council) and
Heather Leach (Idaho Department of Labor).
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LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP AWARD
(Continued from Page 13.)

     We encourage all BLM offices to consider
nominating those private citizens and groups who are
out there helping the Bureau carry out its missions.  The
following are the selection criteria for the award.  Please
send nominations any time, but by August 1, 2009,  to
Beau McClure, Director of Operations, Public Lands
Foundation, 6510 W. Lucia Drive, Phoenix, Arizona
85083-7406; Tel/Fax: 623-587-7883; E-mail:
bcmcclure@cox.net .

Criteria for Selection - Landscape Stewardship Award

Purpose

     Each year, BLM undertakes many projects that
encourage the involvement of the general public.  The
success of these efforts, such as land use plans, major
development projects, and the analysis of public land
issues, depends upon active public participation and
collaboration.  PLF’s “Landscape Stewardship Award”
honors the work done by these private citizens who work
to advance and sustain community-based stewardship
on landscapes that include, in whole or in part, public
lands administered by BLM.

The Award

     A citation acknowledging the nature and significance
of the awardees’ achievements is presented.

Candidates

     Candidates for the award include any private citizen
or citizen group of the United States who, over the past
1-5 years, has demonstrated sustained outstanding
leadership, vision, and purpose in contributing to BLM’s
efforts and in motivating other citizens and institutions
to work together to more effectively manage whole
landscapes, including watersheds, planning or
management units, and other land systems upon which
people share a common interest.

     It is anticipated that most (but not necessarily all)
candidates will not hold a position of formal authority
but will have dedicated substantial personal time and
effort; provided informed input, sustained leadership,
vision, and initiative; and acted out of a strong sense of

personal commitment.

     The award can be granted to an individual, a group
of individuals, or an organization that has performed to
standards warranting the award.  More than one award
per year may be granted to recognize the variety of work
taking place in different locations and circumstances.

Nomination Process and Selection Process

     Nominations may be submitted at any time and are
welcome from any and all sources, including BLM
employees and organization units, PLF members, private
interest groups associated with various public land issues,
and local and state government officials.  For full
consideration, a nominee’s performance must be
documented against the following evaluation factors.
Candidates not selected for the award in the year
nominated may be considered with candidates nominated
the following year.

     An Awards Committee will first evaluate candidates.
The PLF Board of Directors will select the winner(s).

Evaluation Factors

1. Commitment of substantial time and effort toward
a BLM landscape program, project or planning
effort that helped significantly to carry it forward
or to completion.

2. Leadership, vision and purpose, in partnership with
BLM, that helped motivate others.

3. Initiative to enhance stewardship of public
resources.

4. Other factors that resulted in greater trust,
commitment and shared stewardship responsibility
with and for BLM among people and institutions.
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2008 and 2009 SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS

We want to give special thanks and recognition to
the following members, in addition to those we

recognized in the summer issue of The Monitor, who
have used one of our special dues categories to pay their
2008 or 2009 annual dues. This extra financial support
by our members has been very helpful and is one of the
rewarding aspects of operating the Foundation.  Several
are Life Members but continue to contribute annually.
Thank you all very much.  If by chance you have
overlooked paying your 2008 or 2009 dues, please
consider using one of these special categories:

Patron Member ($500+)
Karl Landstrom

Sponsoring Member ($200)
Roland Robinson

Sustaining Member ($100)
Les Rosenkrance
Howard Gebel

Contributing Member ($50)
Marvin Pearson Gene Kinch
Alfred Wright Robert Miller
Butch Peugh Marvin Leno
Joe Zimmer Kemp Conn
Ralph Heft Lowell Russell
Neal Morck Clair Whitlock

IN MEMORIUM

The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you
that the following long-time BLM employees have

passed on:

Richard “Dick” Johnson – Forester, Land Use Planner
and Manager in BLM Offices in Missoula, MT; Belle
Fouche, SD; Denver and Washington D.C., and Deputy
State Director for Resources in BLM State Office in
California, on October 17, 2008 in Virginia City,
Montana.

Thomas V. Leshendok – former Deputy State Director
for Mineral Resources in the BLM Nevada State Office,
in Reno, Nevada, on November 3, 2008.

Marjorie Lee Waggoner – Land Law Examiner and
Rights of Way Specialist in the BLM Oregon State Office
in Portland, Oregon, on October 7, 2008, in
McMinnville, Oregon.

Frances Yee Kelley–BLM Administrative and Personnel
Specialist in the Arizona State Office on October 8, 2008,
in Phoenix, Arizona.

John L. Russell – Forester and Boise Interagency Fire
Center in Boise, then with BLM in Denver on September
29, 2008, in Boise, Idaho.

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

A contribution in memory of Mary Jo Hjelmstad, Burt
Silcock, and Vince Hecker has been received from

Ed Spang.

A contribution in memory of all BLMers who have passed
away has been received from Del Vail.

A contribution in memory of Dick Johnson, Clint Oke
and Clark Noble has been received from Frank Shields.

A contribution in memory of her father, Irving Senzel,
and in honor of her mother, Jennie, has been received
from Louise Senzel.

A contribution in memory of Dick Thompson has been
received from Clair Whitlock.

A contribution in memory of Al Larson has been received
from Jo & Kathy Ross.

A contribution in memory of Joe Dose and Dick
Thompson has been received from Bill Leavell.
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